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Tuition May Increase

Over $150, possiblyover 10%
by

Jim Paolino

The Heights has learned that the Budget
Committee is expected to recommend an ad-

up to $1.5 million by the elimination of certain offices such as Office of Humane
Science and Office of Campus Planner. The
cuts this year will not accumulate to that

ditional tuition increase above the $150 increase preciusly planned when it meets this amount.
week to update the 1973 Long Range
Smith explained that the auxiliary exFinancial Plan.
penses (room, board, and food) are designed
The 6 percent ($150) annual increase in to pay for themselves. But the housing
tuition provided by the 1973 plan "is imbudget has been running in thered due to inpossible to maintain when the cost of living creased maintenance and security costs. The
is rising at a rate of 10 percent," according excess funds that are obtained from other
auxiliary revenues (e.g. bookstore, Notre
to Frank Campanella, executive vicepresident. The financial outlook under the Dame game) are used to help pay the housnew plan will takeinto account an annual 10 ing debt.
This year the Mass. Dept. of Housing and
per cent increase in the cost of living.
Since 1973 BC has been able to match Urban Development has granted BC an
cost with revenues by small increases in tuiInterest Subsidiary Grant of $155,000 which
tion and increasing the number of students will help pay off the housing debt. Smith
enrolled in the university, according to John said the grant will help pay off the mortgage A scene from the October Festival held in the Dustbowl last Wednesday.
Smith, financial vice president. The 1973 on the new Reservoir dorms.
Smith explained that the Budget ComLong Range Financial Plan set the student
enrollment capacity at 8200. The additionof mittee will "most likely recommend a 3 per
Newton College this year has brought the cent increase in the housing rates. This instudent enrollment to that capacity.
crease along with the grant from HUD will
eluding the education of "those people
by Mary Klingler
The additional expenses that occur in the mostly eliminate the housing debt for the
without hope of matriculating." So it was,
The theme "The University and the City:
upcoming years, according to Smith, will upcorhing years."
Raising the Spirit of Man" was celebrated he explained, that BC was first "Boston's
have to be matched by "trying to superDuane Deskins, UGBC president and one
College." He spoke of the mission of BC as
at the Bicentennial Convocation held in the
refine expenses" and by adjustments in tui- of the student members on the Budget ComRecreation Complex on Sunday, Sept. 28. being "to raise mind and spirit." This would
mittee said that an additional tuition rise is
tion rather than by increased enrollment.
Recipients of the 6 honorary degrees also require us to "reappraiseand renew our
This year the recommended cuts in ex- to be expected but would not speculate on
awarded were described by President J cultural heritage."
penses will deal mainly with heating, the amount of the increase.
Following Fr. Monan's conferral of the
Donald Monan as having"renewedthe spirit
The, Budget Committee consists of the
lighting and changes in power sources. Durhonorary degrees, Attorney General Levi
of man". Those awarded included The Hon.
ing the last few years there havebeen cuts of (continued on page ten)
Edward H. Levi, US Attorney General, gave an address in which he called
and noted jazz pianist,MaryLou Willeams. celebrating America's 200th anniversary "a
Awards were also given to Thomas J. useful venture" and pointed out that we
honor the words of history "not because
Galligan, president of Boston Edison and
these words were timeless
vice
but because
chairperson
of
the
board
of
university
promotions committees. The Senate also
by Mary Frances Budzik
our own words are timeless." The Attorney
trustees; Oscar Handlin, a Harvard
The University Academic Senate (UAS) decided to seek direct faculty opinion in the
historian, author and 1952 Pulitzer Prize General drew a relationship saying "these
will hold its first meeting of the year form of a referenda on the resolutions winner;
Dr. William J. Harrington, words, theirs and ours, are part of a dialogue
Wednesday, Oct. 8 in Cushing Faculty which passed and to submit theresults of the
which began long ago."
and chairperson of the departhematologist
along
referenda to the trustees
with the
Lounge.
He went on to describe how "today we are
ment
of
at
internal
medicine
the
University
The UAS is BC's attempt at providing all report.
apt to emphasize the differences rather than
Miami,
Fla.,
of
and
Walsh,
Fr.
Michael
P.
The
has
learned
Heights
the results of
segments of the universitystudents, faculty
the similarities to our founders' policy" but
and administrators, a hand in university only the A&S referenda. Only 39 faculty Boston College president from 1958 to 1968,
that our strength lies in the "unity of our
of
president
University
Fordham
and
a
members
in
A&S
the
recommenapproved
policy making. Criticism of the senate's
diversity." He particularly noted that "this
member
of
the
board
of
trustees.
university
effectiveness in this regard led to the es- dation that a studentbe seated on tenure and
heritage is a product of the university" and
The
after
the
Atceremony
began
shortly
86
members
promotions
faculty
committees;
tablishment of the UAS Subcommittee to
that "the tradition of the university is older
torney General christened the new Law
Study the Senate last year. Two major disapproved.
than that of any nation."
School
at
the
Newton
Campus.
Items
on
the
agenda
Wednesday's
committee,
for
passed
recommendations of this
Mary Lou Williams, accompanied by
Donovan,
Vice-president
began
the
by the Senate, reduced UAS membership meeting include the election of senate ofbassist Ryan Torpe, performed the "Gloria"
an
of
J.
Donald
ceremony
with
introduction
committees,as
ficers
and
elections
to
senate
36,
from 68 to
and eliminated President
which is taken from her 1969 composed
Monan as a president under whom Boston
well as reports from the Committee on
Monan's membership on the UAS.
"Music for Peace," more popularly known
Course Evaluations and the Committee on College was "experiencing a Renaissance of
The elimination of the university presias
"Mary Lou's Mass."
material
and
spiritual
prosperity."
dent from UAS membership is an attempt Registration.
long association with jazz
cited the early history of BC as inWilliams'
Monan
to strengthen the autonomy of the UAS
began in the 1930'swhen she was with Andy
while recognizing the ultimate authority of
Kirk and his band, "The Clouds of Joy."
Monan and the board of trustees.
About this same time she was also writing
The reduction in the numbers of senators
arrangements for Benny Goodman. She
was designed to strengthen the direction of by Leah Porcello
BC is a member, is currently working to
played in the Cafe Society, a famous New
the UAS. This change is related to another
Students in all Massachusetts colleges have the law repealed. This summer,
York City nightspot. In the 1950's she
Senate Study Committee resolution which who subscribe to a meal plan will now be members of the Association appealed to
to England and Paris and when she
travelled
states the UAS is solely "an academic policy assessed for the 8 per cent state food tax on Clarke, to exempt colleges from the tax on
returned she bowed out of the musical scene
their next tuition bills.
contract meals. There was also an appeal
making body, not to extend to such parafor a time to become involved in religious
academic affairs such as housing, security,
Although the meal and beverage tax in made to at least delay theeffective dateuntil
activities. She has since composed numerous
parking, etc." This resolution was also this state has been on the books for 20 years, Jan. 1, 1976.
(continued on page eight)
schools and colleges have always been expassed by the trustees this summer.
Despite the appeal, Clarke ruled that
Reduction of UAS membership will be empt from the tax. This summer, in a move there would be no change in the statute, nor
INSIDE
accomplished by excluding from office, to raise more revenue for the state, State would he consider any postponement.
HEIGHTS:
THE
"non-academic administration and nonTax Commissioner Owen Clarke decided to
A spokesman in the tax commissioner's
teaching staff members." In addition seven include all public and private collegesin the office confirmed last week that "the 8 per
cent tax will be levied on college meal plans
of the fourteen student representatives tax.
(those with the lowest totals) elected last
Boston College students on the meal plan as of this past Sept. 1." He said the only ex3: Financial Aid Funds increased
year have been dropped from the UAS. The can expect to be charged $56 on their second emptions allowed are for in-patient hospitals
semester tuition bill, to cover the tax for and mental institutions.
faculty representation from each school has
been reduced in proportion to the size of the both first and second semesters, according
Director of the BC Food Service John 4: Letters to the Editor
school, with "each constituency having at to Director of Plant Services Joseph Callahan Thursday said he had not yet
least one senator."
recieved any official document pertaining to
McSweeney.
At its final meeting on May 7 last year,
McSweeney said he had been advised by the new billing procedure, and that it would
5: Special Report: Gaining practical
the UAS completed voting on the report of BC administrators that "it is extremely like- not be handled by his office.
experience at BC
the Promotions and Tenure Subcommittee.
ly that this university will at the semester
McSweeney added that although the
One of the most important recommenbreak invoice all students on the meal plan association of colleges will continue to
dations of the committee which the Senate at 8 per cent of the contracted price."
appeal the decision, "thereis no reason to be
9: Joshua Center opens
passed called for a non-voting student
The Association of Independent Colleges optimistic for the future standing of the tax
member to be placed on all university and Universities in Massachusetts, of which law as it pertains to BC students."
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Monday, October 6

Wednesday, October 8

The Bellamlne Law Academy of BC

presents Mr. John C. Deliso, Director of Admissions, Suffolk Law

School speaking on New Directions
Murray
in Legal Education.
Conference Room, McElroy Commons at 7 pm.
WZ8C90.3 FM-"NewsSpectrum"a look at the problems of the senior
Citizen. Jim Malone, moderator. 7
pm.
Men's Volleyball Practice. 9-10:30
pm. Sports Complex.
Stylus General Meeting
111,4 pm.

- McElroy

Sailing Team meeting for varsity
team members and all interested
Scharz,
Artis t Series Linda
spinner, newcomers. McElroy 114, 3 pm or
11 am-3 pm, McElroy Lobby, contact Bill McKeon 277-0270
presentedby the Cultural Comm.& (men) or Gail Mosnan 9425311 (women).
Humanities Series.

Women's Center Self-Defense Physics Department Colloquim
Series featuring films, "Discovery
Aurora" and "Jupiter Odyssey".
Alpha Kappa Psi Rush Night, 8 pm, Higgins 307 at 4:15 pm.
McGuinn sth floor lounge.
WZBC'Eagle's Eye" a program
WZBC-"New Birth"-an interview about the BC community at 7 pm.
with Gloria White, Nurse Coordinator, New England Women's Elections-SOE Freshmen Senate.
Oct. 8 & 9 from 10 am to 4 pm in
Service Center. 7 pm.
Campion Foyer. Get out and
Outing ClubMeeting for Martha's vote!!!!!!!!
Vineyard Bike Trip and White
Mountain Backpack. Murray Sociology Majors meeting to select
members for departmental comConference Room at 5:30 pm.
mittees, and class representatives to
Young Democrats orientation attend department meetings.
meeting. McElroy 114 4:15 pm.
Christian Students gathering for
Teach-in "The Last Days of fellowship in Lyons 211, noon to 1
Franco-Spain Today" MIT, pm.
Building 9 Room 150 at 8
Course, 5 pm, Cheverus Lounge.
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Homophile Meeting, 7:30 pm,
McGuinn 118.
Humanities Series Rosemary
Haughton, 8 pm, McGuinn Aud.
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Announcements

BORIS $PA$KY
The Chess Club invites all within
the BC community to attain
membership. Regular matches are
being held and preparation for a
school team is underway. All interested may call Ken at 266-8642

for further information.

ISRAEL BONDS
Attention Foreign Students. The

families of Temple Shalom in West

Newton invite you to a People-toPeople Sabbath. Have dinner and
attend services with a family, Friday
evening Nov. 14. Students with
families especially welcome. For
further information contact Toby
Plevin in the Student Activities
Office.
Foreign Students: If you have not
reported your current address,
phone number and academic status
to Toby Plevin in the Student Activities Office, please do so this
week.

BIG MONEY GAME

SOM Academic Peer Advisement
is
available to all students with
WZBC "Sports Weekly" Dave
Papandrea, host. 7 pm, Call 332- questionsin regards to management
curriculum, careers, graduate
-3419.
school, etc. Sign up outside of
201, Fulton Hall.
Room
"The Black Political Experience"Doris Bunte, Assitant Majority
Leader, Mass. House of Reps, will
PREPAID POPS
speak. Fulton 412 at 7:30 pm.
O'Connell Events
Author's Day in celebration of the
Bicentennial. Continuous presenO'Connell Student UnionStudy
tations from 9 am to 2 pm. Cam- and lounge space, piano practice, a Ticket Booth in McElroy is
pion Hall.
place to get awayfrom it all, 7 pm-1 currently selling tickets for: Lamam daily.
poon Show, Oct. 14 in the Rat, price
$1; Boston Symphony Open
Friday, October 10
Friday, Oct. 10 Ian Mae Wool Rehearsal, Oct. 29, price $3;
Kayumanggi Dance Theater, Oct.
Band
Film Board presents "Dirty Harry,"
Saturday SIMS presents 11 in Symphony; "Kennedy's
7 and 9 pm, McGuinn Aud.
musicians Ervin and Ford9 pm.
Children" at Wilbur Theater Oct. 9Sunday, 7 and 9 pm. 13 Rue Oct. 25, prices $2-8.
O'Connell Music Event, 9 pm.
Madeleine.
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Christian Students gathering for their own and other persons' racial
fellowship, singing and sharing from feelings.
The workshop is free for BC
the Gospel of Luke. Carney 157, 3
students. The cost is $15.00 for
pm.
working and professional people.
Included in the fee is two lunches
and. a Saturday evening dinner.
Saturday, October 11
For information and registration
Film Board presents "Dirty Harry," contact the PULSE office.
(McElroy 117; ext. 781)
7 and 9 pm, McGuinn Aud.

Candidate for Alderman at Large,
Life Saving Course, 7 pm, Carney Newton, Ward 6. Ethel Sheehan
104.
will speak on, "Housewives in
Politics as Politicians" at Mod 20Rugby Meeting & Film 8 pm, A, 7:15 pm.
O'Connell Music Events, 9 pm.
Murray Conference Room.
Commuter Committee ComSpanish Club Meeting, 8 pm, 3rd munications Staff meeting Murray
floor lounge of McGuinn. Officers' House Ist floor lounge at 4 Sunday, October 12
elections, sherry hour.
pm.
Scuba Club Meeting Murray
Conference Room, 4 pm.
Thursday, October 9
SIMS movie, "TM and Baseball"
pm.
McGuinn Auditorium 8
"13 Rue
Chinese Student Club Social, O'Connell Film:
Madeliene" at 7 & 9 pm,
German Academy organizational McGuinn 5, 4:30 pm.
O'Connell.
meeting at 3 pm. For further information, call Professor Melngailis or Women's Center Self-Defense
Course, 5 pm, Cheverus Lounge.
Ken at 266-8642.

Tuesday, October 7

\u25a0

Peace and War Programlecture/slide event presented by
Quaker wife-husband team, recent
arrivals from Saigon. Devlin 008 at
8 pm.

Danskins are for everywhere and everyone.
For partying and playing, exercising and
dancing, and for just plain wearing around.

Made of 100% easy care nylon.
Available in a rainbow of colors and
a multitudeof styles
at these Parklane Stores.

IT HEARSTS ME THIEU

COMBAT PAY

Would you like a Newspaper
Internship next summer? The
Newspaper Fund is sponsoring a
program for college juniors which
includes:
l)Help in finding newspaperwork
2)Pre-internship training in
copywriting
3)Salaries paid by newspapers
4)Scholarships for those completing the internship
Opportunities in copywriting are
offered at no cost to college juniors.
The fund believes newspapers must
continue to identify and encourage
the nation's top writers and editors
to help them get a fast start toward
a newspaper career. Please contact
Marylynne Heussner, at the Career
Planning & Placement Center for
applications. Hurry, Dec. 1, 1975 is
the deadline for all completed
entries.

General Information and
Assistance for BC's veteran students
by veterans is available on the
folowing schedule in the Office of
Student Activities:
Mondays: 11:30-3:30 pm.
Tuesdays: 9-noon.
Thursdays: 9-noon.
Fridays: 12-5 pm.
For evening college students a
veteran students is available
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays between 6:15 and 10pm.
in the BC Ticket Booth Information
Center.

Correction

A page 4 story in the Sept. 22,
1975 issue of The Heights stated
erroneously that WZBC just
achieved FM status. WZBC has
RAISE-L AWARENESS had FM status for over a year.
Soon it will go from 17. watts to
The PULSE program will be 1000 watts.

sponsoring a Racial Awareness
Workshop on the weekend of Oct.
18 in McGuinn Hall. The workshop
will be an opportunity for members Newbriefs compiled by:
of the BC community to examine fFouhy and Jim Capatano

r

BC Optical Shop
New Low Fees

Located in the
Bookstore
Telephone extension 170

John
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WE
oCmen'tsSrponsr vents
by Marie Anne Fleming

The Women's Resource Center
will offer a new "Woman to
Woman" peer advisory program
this fall, according to Jenny Watson, coordinator of the Center. The
Center will continue to offer a variety of speakers, classes and events
throughout the year.
"Woman to Woman" is expected
to help women with problems such
as health, career, day care, and legal
aid. A staff of paraprofessional
volunteers, aged 19 through 32, will
work a minimum of four hours a
week to "help people identify their
problems and find the proper
referral source."
" 'Woman to Woman' grew out
of a need to have people who are
trained to listen," said Watson. She
added that the turnout of volunteers
was greater than expected; the 11-member staff will be twice the size
planned. The Women's Center, in
will now be open on
McElroy
Wednesday and Thursday nights
until 7:30 in an attempt to reach
more people.
On October 16, Carol Pierce, a
writerfor the feminist periodical Second Wave, will hold a workshop on
"Women's Personal Issues" in the
resident Student Lounge at 7 pm.
During the week of Oct. 14-17, a
photographic exhibit entitled
"American Women: Herstory
Too?" will be displayed. This ex-

,

hibit, highlighting the contribution
of women to American history, has
alreadybeen shown in other areas in
and around BoJ?on. A regular ongoing feature of the Women's
Cneter program, the "Coffee and
Conversation" series, will present
Tonia Aminoff, a sociologist and
artist, on Oct. 21. A general question session and social hour will
follow Aminoffs presentation.
Another feature of the Women's
Center program, self-defense
courses, has already started. The
self-defense class, a basic course in
Tae Kwon Do judo, runs from now
until the second week in December.
Partly because this is an urban area,
the Center offers this course once a
semester so that as many womenas
possible may participate.
A Self-Help Demonstration will
take place on Nov. 4, in which
women may learn about caring for
their bodies. This will be presented
by the Women'sCommunity Health
Center.
The Health Committee from the
Center has submitted a report with
recommendations to the new director of the infirmary. "The focus is
that we would like to work with the
infirmary to provide educational
and informational services," Watson stated.
Although she felt the BC administration seems more amenable

3

to problems and concerns of the
women at BC than they were before,

Watson said, "The consciousness of
the administrationis not as high as
it could be. One of our goals is to
raise everyone's consciousness.
We've made some advances.
There's more to be done."
When asked about thecenter's attitude toward offering these services
to the BC community at large, Watson replied, "We try to aim
programs toward the entire university community. We certainly
welcome men to use the library and
resources but we do see this as
primarily a woman's place." Watson also stressed the advantages of
the center, "a lot of resources and a One of the many resources available at the Woman's Center in
McElroy.
fairly good drop-in population."

Fitzgerald
Kevin

Lectures to Focus on Black Issues
The Boston College Department ing the fall on either Wednesday or degree to which black problems are
problems of class rather than race.
of Political Science will sponsor a Thursday evenings.
Leading off the series on Thurs- Mr. Rustin is president of the A.
lecture series this fall entitled
"Problems and Prospects of Black day, October 9 will be Rep. Doris Philip Randolph Institute in New
Americans." Assisted by Associate Bunte, assistant majority leader in York.
According to Dean Harrison, the
Dean John Harrison of the College the Massachusetts House of
of Arts and Sciences, the depart- Representatives, speaking on the purpose of the series is to provide a
ment has arranged for a sequence of "black political experience.
rational forum for the discussion of
Three other featured speakers are black issues that are of vital confive programs featuring prominent
also from the local 'area. Harvard cern to all Americans. Harrison
speakers addressing critical minority issues. The lectures will be University Professor of Govern- pointed out that Boston College is
presented onceevery two weeks dur- ment Martin Kilson will examine in already involved in desegregation
depth the question of American planning and implementation for
ethnicity while two ofhis colleagues District 3 of the Boston school
from the Harvard School of Educa- system, comprising West Roxbury
tion will discuss school desegrega- and Roslindale. It is hoped, he
tion. Professor Charles Willie, who added, that the exploration of imserved as a "master" in devising a portant, sensitive, and even devisive
desegregation plan for Boston, and issues will provide a basis for a
right to tax themselves, for an Professor Nathan Glazer, who has deeper and more enduring racial
organization they believe in. written on public affairs for many harmony.
,
A question and answerperiod will
Generally, administrators across the years and is critical of forced busing
country are denying the students the to acheive racial balance, will meet conclude each lecture, followed by a
right to tax themselves."
together for the final series lecture. social hour to allow audience
PIRGs across the nation are getThe remaining two speakers are members to meet the speakers. All
ting destroyed, "because they (ad- from outside the Boston area. lectures will be held on Boston
ministrators) are finding out what Belvin Williams, vice-president of College's Chestnut Hill campus and
they (PIRGs) are about" and that the Educational Testing service, in are open free to the public.
"if you look at the boards and Princeton, N.J., will focus on the
Should the fall semester series
trustees of colleges and universities highly controversial relationship prove successful, a similar series for
you see more and more that PIRG between race and testing. Bayard the spring may be arranged. A plan
is opposed to their interests and Rustin, a prominent black political to publish the lectures with royalties
analyst, whose writings and lectures going into a scholarship fund for
desires," Stein said.
At BU, University President have earned him national esteem meritorious black students is also
Silbur would not allow PIRG to in- over the years, will examine the under consideration.
stitute a stable fund raising
mechanism despite 8,000 student
signatures in support of one.
This year at BC, nearly 100 Heights staffs. Talk about the paper, say what
students have expressed interest in you would like to see in the Heights. General
participating in PIRG projects.
pm.
Stein believes that PIRG at BC has meeting today, Oct. 6,
a "tremendous future."

PIRG Favored by 60% of Voters
by Paul Hogan

Last spring, of the 29 per cenf of
students who voted in the referendum attached to last year's UGBC
election, 60 per cent voted in favor
of extending the Mass. PIRG
chapter at BC.
According to Norman Stein, present coordinator of PIRG at BC,
Mass. PIRG is "one of the strongest
of the 22 states that have PIRG at
colleges and universities" andthat it
is "the biggest and most effective
consumer and environmental advocacy organization in the state."
PIRG first came to BC in 1972-73 when a referendum was
presented to the student body and
90 per cent of those who voted in the
referendum voted to create a PIRG
chapter at BC. It was agreed at that
time that the fee for PIRG wouldbe
part of university billing on a
separate invoice.
Despite another successful
referendum, University Executive
Vice-President Dr. Frank Campanella decided not to place the
PIRG fee on the bill for the 1973-74
academicyear.
There was another student
referendum in the spring of 1974
and 62 per cent of BC students who
voted in that referendum agreed to
add the $4 PIRG fee to the student
activities charge.
Every year there will be a referendum with the UGBC election to
decide whether students wish to extend PIRG said Stein.
Part of the PIRG University
agreement stipulates that every fall
there will be a two-week period in
which students who wish not to support PIRG may obtain a refund of
their $4.
Last year about 32 per cent of BC
students opted to collect their

-

refunds.

Stein said this was high compared

to the national PIRG average refund rate of about 15per cent.
According to Stein, it is important for any organizationto have "a
stable fund raising mechanism to
work." He pointed out that every
school that has attempted to fund its

PIRG through voluntary student
contributions has failed.
"Consumers," Stein said, "Have

to rely on government to protect

them from big business, which has
proven to be inadequate. Through
PIRG," he added, "Citizens have
demonstrated that they can be active participants in the political
process."
Stein said he felt there is a
"general misunderstanding of
PIRG among administrators of
colleges and universities throughout
the nation. They content that PIRG
is an outside organization whereas
PIRG and students contend this is
not so."
"With PIRG, the emphasis is on
education in the practical sense, not
book learning, experientiallearning,
seeing how the political process
works, seeing that you can become
an effective citizen rather than a
frustrated citizen. It opposes four
years of a sheltered environment,"
Stein said.
He continued, "Students have a
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Financial Aid to Students Increased 50%
by Walter Rok

Over nine million dollars is
available this year for undergraduatefinancial aid, according
to J. Stephen Collins, director of
financial aid. He said this is the
"largest allocation of aid in BC
history."
Federal funds comprise between
30 and 40 per cent of the money
available. BC's own contribution
through scholarships and grants
amounts to almost 30 per cent. Outside sources, both state and independent funding, account for the
remaining 30 per cent.
Federal funding is available
through several programs with
differing conditions and limitations.
The most popular program, according to Collins, is the National
Direct Student Loan Program,
which carries a 3 per cent interest
charge and is deferred until after the
student graduates. Other government programs are the Guaranteed
Student Loan Program, the College
Work-Study Program, the
Supplemental Educational Oppor-

tunity Grant Program (SEOG), and
the Basic Educational Opportunity
Grant Program (BEOG).
BC's contribution to financial aid
comes largely from the general
operating fund of the university, according to Collins. The money is
used to sponsor both scholarships
and grants based on need. BC
scholarships have an additional
academic criterion.
Collins said almost all financial
aid at BC is distributed on the basis
of need. A "need criterion" is established on the basis of data
supplied by the BC financial aid
application, the Parents' Confidential Statement and a copy of the tax
return. He said the "analysis of student need" is based on a consideration of "family income, both assets
and liabilities, and family size." He
added that "a sliding scale" is
employed to determine an actual
"need figure."
The only BC grants not based on
need are athletic grants for varying
amounts, grants for half tuition to
nephews and nieces of BC Jesuit

faculty, and full tuition grants to
sons and daughters of BC faculty
and administrators.
An estimated 40 to 50 per cent of
BC's undergraduate students apply
yearly for financial aid, according to
Collins. Most of those who apply
"have need, and therefore get some
assistance," Collins stated. The
financial aid office attempts to
"meet most of their needs most of
the time," although in many cases
the office cannot provide all the aid.
Collins said, "At the moment
there is nothing all that earth
shattering that will affect the financial aid program" in new federal
programs. He noted that congress
recently was able to override President Ford's veto of the budget. The
Ford Adminsitration like the Nixon
Administration, aimed at curtailing
certain federal education funding
programs.
Congress is continually examining the problem of loan defaulting
according to Collins, who added,
"Default rates force cutbacks in appropriations nationally." He said

BC has "a very decent default rate,
far below the national average."
One of the major problems with
financial aid, stated Collins is student deadlines. Collins admitted his
office "knows that there are waiting
lines, but students have been, by and
large, patient." According to
Collins, "The best thing a student
can do is keep in touch with this office, file for all he's entitled to, and
be on time."
Collins commented that BC has
only a small endowment, and
therefore the source of BC's contribution is "current income from
the general operating fund." At the
recent Faculty Convocation, President Monan announced plans for a
capital funding drive by the
Development Office which would
have as an anticipatedgoal "the setting up of a moderateendowment,"
according to Collins. Collins noted
that "BC in the last 10 years, never
has had a fund drive, a capital fund
drive, for scholarships."
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FF
ire aculty
To the Editor of The Heights:
Looking back at the Ky episode, and especially the letter sent to The Heights by
thirteen members of the Boston College
History Department (Sept. 15) on of the
questions to be faced by all thoughtful
observers is: Should the thirteen signatories
of the letterbe fired?
The answer would undoubtedly be yes if
someone had thought of incorporating the
following rule in the University statutes:
"No one is fit to teach who takes actions
designed to curb the exchange of information and thought on the campus, and/or to
blunt the capacity of Boston College
students for critical thinking." I haven't
read the statutes for some timeand I doubt
that the rule is to be found there, if only
because its acceptance used to beviewed as a
natural endowment of anyone attracted to
the profession. With so many members of
one department apparently dedicated to the
eradication of critical thought at Boston
College, however, serious and urgent consideration should be givenby our Trustees to
the establishment of a specific rule protecting the University's integrity from the attacks of its own faculty.
On the "freedom of communication"
issue, the prosecution of the B.C. Thirteen
would have to rest on circumstancial or, at
least, indirect evidence. For their overt objection was not to Ky's speaking but to student funds being spent in the process
and
that not because of what Mr. Ky would have
to say but because of the immorality of
providing financial support to the kind of
man he is. No suggestion was even made of
the defensible argument that Mr. Ky's
potential audience is far too small to justify
the allocation of such a high percentage of
the Cultural Committee's funds. Such
vulgar cost/benefit comparisons are of too
low an order for our campus vigilantes, and
their only concern is the moral abomination
represented by Ky's person.
The problem, of course, is that no money
to Mr. Ky would have meant no speech by
Mr. Ky. What the gentlemen from Carney
Hall have been asking, therefore, is that the
rest of us give up our right to hear Ky at
Boston College for the sake of indulging
their particular moral quirks. More accurately, they have urged the Cultural Committee, as an agency of campus government,
to make that decision for us. This in
everyone's book, is an attempt to abridge
free speech. The proclaimed readiness of the
letter's signatories to let Mr. Ky stand on a
soap box ought not to fool the unwary. Budding totalitarians are always in favor of free
speech, and their silencing of unwanted
voices is always justified in terms of a
greater good. Recent favorites have included
protection from moral outrage ("class
enemy" can be made to sound as ominous as
"war criminal"), preservation of the public
order, economic welfare (savings on the import of newsprint) and the right of friendly
laborunions to seize and control the presses.
On the issue of perversion of the teaching
process, the evidence is solid and conclusive.
Thirteen anointed historians have been telling B.C. students without qualification that
Mr. Ky is a war criminal
a verdict
reached neither by a Court of Law nor by
the Court of American Public Opinion (all
enfranchised individuals sharing this evaluation of Ky were counted as part of the
McGovern vote in 1972). It is not clear from
the context whether war criminality is meant
to follow from the long list ofselected
-facts contained in the letter's first
paragraph, or whether it constitutes an independent bit of self-evidenthistorical truth.
In any case, the factual list is there for a purpose, and the unambiguous message of the
letter is that the collected deeds of Mr. Ky
are prima facie evidence of war criminality
or plain moral turpitude or both. There is no
"but," "maybe," or "whereas," not even a
"therefore" which might suggest something
less than absolute in the logical necessity of
Ky's moral degeneracy.Why bother? It isall
presumably written in the little red book,
and what else do you need to know?
"But
the defense will object
the
professors did, afterall, present the facts,
and even our most timid students are in a
position to decide on their own whether Ky
is a monster or not." Unspoiled freshpersons, maybe; but how many of our seniors
will retain that capability after four years of
exposure to the non-sequiturs of doctrinaire
?

?

?

?

teaching? Besides, the faculty propagandists
are using other tools of the totalitarian
arsenal, including the conscious coloration
and lopsided selection of documented
events. Read without its loaded phraseology,
the "factual" paragraph of the historians'
letter only states that Ky acted as if he
preferred, first the French colonial regime,
then a U.S. supported military regime, to
the likely alternative of a communist dictatorship; that he took an aggressive stand in
the fight of his government against the NLF,
vigorously opposing accommodation with
communist forces and violently suppressing
South Vietnamese groups in support of such
accommodation; that he once affirmed his
admiration for Hitler "becausehe pulled his
country together"; that he helped fix an election; and that he shares responsibility for
keeping Vietnam in a state of war over the
past decade. One must give the writerscredit
for including enough of Ky's famous
pronouncement to avoid any suggestion of
his having endorsed Hitler's genocidal
career. But that's where the credit ends. The
large-scale terrorism of the NLF and the
yearly outpouring of hundreds of thousands
of troops from the North had apparently
nothing to do with the war; the millions who
fought and resisted on the side of Saigon had
no purpose other than the service of
American aggressive policies; and nothing
but fascist perversity can explain the muffling of democraticprocess in a war for survival against a übiquitous enemy! This, good
students, is the way history is being written
at Boston college, and that's the way you
will end up seeing it if you stick around long
enough.
To paraphrase the letter freely, "I urge
the University to reconsider its decision to
employ totalitarian history professors,
which only helps to deprive students of the
enlightened education they fully deserve. It
would be far more decent and humane to
send them to teach in Vietnem, where
students are already victimized in precisely
the same way by the communist leadership
and its academichenchmen."
Andre Daniere
Associate Professor of Economics

Diet Doldrums

To the editor:
I find it hard to believe that among the ten
members of your editorial staff and the
several others who contribute their timeand
literary skill on behalf of this newspaper,
you cannot discover subjects of a less insulting caliber than last week's "Dr. Otters

etc. diet." Predecessors in this tasteless

tradition have included that pictorial scramble of Sept. 15 (?), the only detail of which I
recall being a photo of Charles Manson captioned with the query, "Susan Ford's
Lover?" If there is supposed to be some underlying alelgroy in "The Kostka Letters,"
it escapes me.
In reading the Heights each week I try not
to let myselfcriticize your style too harshly,
so as not to be labeled part of that population of cynics who enjoy finding fault with
the paper, but do nothing concrete for the
cause of improvement. Yet this recent
amateur attempt at some vague, Lampoonish humor falls short of even the most compromising standards of quality.
Surely you could use such space to pursue
topics of some virtue or timeliness! Why not
an in-depth look at the destructive tendencies among resident students what makes
people who come here resort to such antics
as ripping fire alarms from walls and
relocating them in a toilet? Is it any wonder
that a large percentage of the student body
chooses to withdraw from university
housing? Where do they go and what are the
advantage and/or disadvantages of an offcampus apartment? What is the sex education program all about? (accuracy, please!)
What goes on at the Women's Center? What
has been the effect of Mary Daly's departure
on the feminist orientation of B.C? What is
Allison Macomber's non-credit studio art
program, in which over 200 students are involved?(Contrary to the notion that Newton
College campus provides the only fine arts
resources.) What are the religious attitudes
among students? Is attendance at this Jesuit
college conducive to spiritual growth or
stagnation? What about social life at 8.C.?
Is there such a thing? Does anyone still join
the fraternities here, and what is their function? What is the HomophileAssociation all
about? Is homosexuality common at B.C?
If these topics seem too trite to your staff,
I suggest you leave space empty, in lieu of
such crude fiascoes as "Dr. Otter's etc.".
You might at least avoid insulting the intelligence and mentality common to most
students at Boston College with your
mindless, humorless exploits.
Sincerely,
Jane Deming
A&S '77
Peter Scanlon
A&S'77
?

Rally Republicans

Only 21% of American adults call
themselves Republicans according to a recent Gallop Poll, that is a new low for the
postwar era and it is something the whole
nation should concern itself about. The twoparty system of the United States cannot
function effectively if one of the parties is
drastically weakened. Watergate of course
disillusioned the entire American public.
The Nixon scandals castigated the GOP.
And now many Republicans are reluctant to
declare that they belong to that party. Such
disenchanted Republicans are probably
among the 35% voting-agepublic who label
themselves as Independents. A few more
might be among the 44% who call
themselves Democrats. Major cities have
been going Democratic and it is exceptional
to see a Republican big-city mayor.
Each defeat in politics can lead to other
defeats by a kind of domino,effect. In New
Hampshire last week the repeat election for
U.S. senator was expected to be a neck-andneck race Instead, the Republican was
devastated. Results: A new, higher percen62%
tage of Democrats in the Senate
which will in turn bring a call for a higher
percentage of Democrats on committees.
Sen. Howard H. Baker, Jr. (R.-Tenn.) could
get bumped off the Foreign Relations Committee. The dominoes could tumble down
the line to an obscure nutrition panel. Big
guns of the GOP could be relegated to a
smaller caliber.
It would benefit this country if the
Republican party led by individuals of certifiable honesty could erase the bad image it
was given by the Nixon disaster, the
Republican party has a logical point of view
on all major issues. It has a political
philosophy based on centuries of conservative and moderate thought. No voter
should be ashamed of belonging to a party
which was a vigorous force in U.S. politics
long before the Nixon days and still is.
America needs the competition between
parties that keeps all rivals on their toes. For
the country's sake it is urgent that the
Republican party be cleansed and revitalized
and that it lift its poll rating to its former
respectability.
Sincerely,
Arthur J, Tassi
President, Boston College
Young Republicans
?

?

The Heights appreciates student, faculty,
administrative responses. Please address
all comments or criticsm to the editor.

The Realtionship Between The Heights and BC
There are many people who pick up the
Heights every Monday afternoon, and
wonder why the administration allows the
student newspaper to publish stories critical
of the university. Students assume that the
Heights is funded through the student activities fee, and alumni demand that the administration censor the Heights. The
Heights wishes to make it clear to the
Boston College community that we are an
independent corporation under the laws of
Massachusetts, and receive no financial
assistance from the university. A short
history of the Heights should help the community to understand how we became independent and why we wish to remain that
way.
The Heights was established in 1919, and
until the late '60's was under strict supervision by a faculty advisor. Every word of the
paper was read and approved by advisors
before going into print. However, by 1970,
the Heights had gained editorial freedom
while still receiving university funds. Tension between the administration and the
paper started to grow about this time, as the
Heights published criticisms of the universi-

Heights, but it also made the administration
realize that the university needed a vehicle of
communication, and the Heights was the
only resource available for doing this. At the
end of that year the administration and the
Heights agreed that the Heights would lease
space inMcElroy for $50 a month.
The Heights rem ined financially independent, however, and has survived the
past three years on advertising revenue. The
corporation is run by a Board of Directors,
but the day-to-day business and editorial
operations of the paper are totally managed

by students.
It is doubtful that the administration and
the Heights will ever be in perfect agreement. At present there is a relationship that
ranges from intolerance to respect between
the two. However, the Editorial Board of the
Heights feels that this is a healthy situation.
If the press is supposed to be the watchdog
of the administration, it certainly should not
be supported by it. The Heights hopes that
by maintaining its independence it can
provide a more objective, and valuable service to Boston College.

ty, obscenities, etc.

The tension between the two climaxed in
the spring of 1971, when the Heights
published the transcript of a confidential
Board of Trustees meeting. Late one night, a
few months after this incident, janitors
arrived at the Heights office and changed
the locks. The Heights was kicked out of its
office and cut offfrom university funding.
The academic year 1971-72 was a rough
one for the Heights. The paper continued
publication but with almost no money. It
operated for a time out of the UGBC office
and then from staff members' rooms in
O'Connell. The year was hard for the

McCue
Tom
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Few Opportunities for Academic Internships at BC
by Maureen Hennessey
There is a growing trend in universities
acrossthe country to integrate theoretical
knowledge with practical experience. Social
science and liberal arts departments are
gradually realizing that their departments
do not exist in a vacuum. Not only does field
experience in one's academic discipline
make classroom knowledge more relevant,
but it is also helpful in obtaining a job in
today's jobless economy. However, in the
School of Arts and Sciences at Boston
College, administrators have net internship
proposals which would granf credit for field
work, with an attitude that classroom learning is far superior to practical learning, and
with claims that there is not set criteria to
judge the worth of such programs. Judging
from many faculty and students at BC, who
feel that internships are valuable, and from
the success of such programs at other universities, there is a need for a change in the
attitudes on the part of administrators at
Boston College towards gaining academic
credit for field work.
There are many faculty who feel that BC
lacks opportunities for students to gain experience in their field and earn academic
credit. John Steele, the Director of Career
Planning and Placement, views education as
a "process where educators are trying to
develop the 'whole person.' " Steele feels
that educational programs should be conducive to intellectual growth, which is
provided in the classrooms. He feels that
classroom work is a vital aspect of education, especially in A&S, however, he said,
"Most educators think only about this part.
That's where many educators fail." Steele
feels that non-classroom experience teaches
students to organize their career plans, and
establish goals for the future. "This personal
development is important," said Steele,
"because it complements intellectual
development."
Ginger McCourt, of the Career Planning
and Placement Office, added, "The basic
problem many students have is a lack of information concerning what is really involved
in various careers. An internship program
with academic credit would help serve as a
testing ground for the interests they are considering."
The psychology department attempted to
set up an internship program for twenty psychology majors last year. Seminars wouldbe
offered jointly by supervisors and students
from the psych department. Students would
receive three credits for the seminar and
twelve for field work. The proposal seemed
like an excellent way of teaching psychology
majors research methods and statistical
analysis in seminars and allowing them to
apply it to their field experience. Students
proved their interest, when twenty students
had already inquired about the program
before it was finalized.
After explaining the program Norman
Berkowitz, chairperson of the Psychology
department, said, "We pursued it as far as
we could pursue it." The program was
turned down by Dean of Arts and Sciences,
T.P. O'Malley, S.J., supposedly for cost
reasons. However, Berkowitz explained the
financing of the program by saying, "This is
talking about $8,000 for a year- including a
seminar in the department, delivery of services, assessments, etc. The department
would be capable of serving twenty students
who would bring in $1,500 a semester. So
for a year these students would bring in
about $60,000 in just tuition." In other

"An internship program with
academic credit would help
serve as a testing ground for
the interests they are considering."

words, students would by paying tuition and
not using all of the facilities at BC.
Therefore, it should be no problem to
finance internship programs.
Berkowitz still feels that internships are
important. "I can't understand why we don't
have more practical experiences offered, "
he said. "When I talk to students I nag
them. If they want another kind of experience, every faculty member is doing
research of some kind. Most of them love
having student help. This requires a commitment of one or two days a week for a

semester. We just don't have the money
available to put them on a credit basis.
However, if faculty think the programs are
worthwhile, and students are willing to put
the time into the,m, it seems unfair that they
not be given credit for their work.
Dr. Dorothy Lekarzik from the
Psychology department, feels that internships provide a valuable learning experience. "So many of my students graduate
and do not find a job right away, so they

that the intern is a student, not just another tion, we lose. If the total number of students
pair of hands. With this emphasis, the agenin the psycholgy department doesn't change,
cy personell are alerted to the answering of there is no gain." The politics of the univerquestions, and thus to the assumption, from sity are made clear in these statements. BC
time to time, of the role of teacher. A undoes not want to except money for the time a
iversity sponsorship also opens up placemtns student is doing an internship, even though
which would otherwise be unavailable to they would be under faculty suvervision, but
students even on an unpaid basis.
thereis no way they are going to give credit
"Secondly, the successful internship inwithout receiving money. It has been shown,
forms the student in significant ways as to in the case of the psychology department
career choices, to needed skills, and to the that the university makes money on interintegration of academic course work. ning students. There is no reason for them to
"The opposition seems to Students frequently report an increased pay
full tuition. It is a neat bind to prevent
training in areas students from doing internships."
stem from an old Jesuit motivation for academicdiscounted,
with a
overlooked or
Recommendations
philosophy of classical previously
heightened ability to understand the
It is time for the School of Arts and
theoritical or abstract element of academic Sciences to include the practical experience
education."
work. Students also receive a more mature as an essentail element of their curriculum.
decide to go to graduate school or they find evaluation of course content and the quality BC must make available the resources
a job only after many months of intensive of teaching.
needed to explore and develop these inlooking." Lekarzik feels that if the in"Furthermore, as an explicit curricular ternship programs. The school must make
ternship is supervised well, and related to the element, the internship serves well as an inthese internships an integral part of their
career the student is pursuing, then it does terdisciplinary focus for the student. Ideally departments. This will require time and efseem meaningful to grant credit. She also ' the internship exposes the student to situafort on the part of students, faculty, and adsaid that many other psych professors have
encouraged their students to get their own
practical experience.
Associate Dean of A&S John Harrison
said, "BC can do much more to increase
students' opportunities to enrich their
academic experience through the use of the
credit granting internships. We would have
to be sure, of course, that these internships
are academically sound and wellcoordinated."
Students are also upset about the lack of
opportunities available to them. A sociology
major said, "There's no out-of classroom
educational activity which would earn full
credit for the sociology major. We have to
get the practical experience on our own, in
addition to the regular course load." She
added, "You need all the experience in the
real world, but very few professors ever told
us this. It's a very small part of the
curriculum, but its an essential part of the
real world learning experience."
Bob Zanello, a senior majoring in history
and sociology, volunteers as a child care
worker for 8 to 14 hours a week. He also
puts in about 15 hours a week working with
juvenile delinquent girls. The course he is
taking in child care requires that students
spend one night a week working on the
streets or with an agency, yet they receive no
credit. His reasons for putting in the time
are, "I was tired of all the booklearning and
wanted to find something that involved the
practical application. I felt that I should experience the real world and not wait for the
"This is the house of theory, not the house of practise. We
shock wave after graduation."
are not good at practise. We do not pretend to be."Programs at other universities
O'Malley
The problem expressed by Dean
Harrison, that internships must be
academically structured and guided to make tion where the specialized focus of an array ministrative offices. If the administration
them worthwhile, has been solved at many of formal academic perspectives practiced in and faculty do not take this challenge, then
other universities which are far ahead of BC the classroom can be experienced as an inthey are failing in their responsibility to
in providing field experience for all of their terdependant whole."
provide educational experience for their
Why no Opportunities?
students. The Heights spoke with several unstudents. The following are some
Why is there opposition at BC to granting recommendations which would organize
iversities about their internship programs,
among them were Smith, Dartmouth, Tufts, credit for field work? The opposition seems
more effectively the resources necessary for
and UMass, Amherst. All of these univer- to stem from an old Jesuit philosophy of
the developmentof internship programs.
sities have structured internship programs, classical education. This philosophy is
1) Some internship programs have
where the student receives academic credit, perfectly expressed in a statement made by
already evolved in some departments and
under faculty supervision, for field work. A&S Dean O'Malley, "This is the house of
schools on campus. However, there must be
UMass is a good example of the academic theory, not the house of practise. We are not
a focus of administrative support or central
guidance structure which these universities good at practise. We don't pretend to be."
clearinghouse for information within the
Such a statement indicates a close-minded
use.
university. The new office of Assistant Dean
A Special Report by the Ad Hoc Com- and academically snobbish attitude toward
Marie McCue could perform this duty. Her
mittee on intern Evaluation at UMass the value of practical experience in an
office could provide information on foreign
reported that, "the most successful of these academic discipline. When asked why such
study programs, independent research prointernship experiencesare those where three programs as the psychology department's
jects, courses in each department that
internships were not implemented,
elements are present:
emphasize practical experience, a list of
1) The student expectation that the in- O'Malley, came up with several tenuous obfaculty members of each department who
ternship will test and expand his or her rele- jections. "Such a program might wind-up
are interested in internship programs, and
vant academic training.
recruiting only the highly motivated
experiential learning.
2) The sponsoring faculty's fullfillment of student," he said. It is not necessarily bad if
2) In order to set up this central
the responsibility to develop and monitor only highly motivated students took advanclearinghouse of information, a BC universitage of internships, and if properly
clear, attainable goals for the student in inty task force must be established to assess
tegrating experience with other forms of publicized, it is likely that many more would what programsdo exist in each department,
academic experience.
participate.
which provide for the credited nonHe also said, "The process is such that we classroom experience.
3) The completion of administrative
procedural details which make clear mutual can say we're going to x, y, z from a course,
3) Credit granting procedures for this
academic commitment between faculty and and it'll be there in the course." However, if
students prior to the beginning of the in- guidelines are set up, as they are at UMass, fieldwork should be reviewed and revised.
Many students who have gone on a "Special
ternship.
internships should also be predictable.
The committee also drew some significant
O'Malley also said, "A student should get Study" for the purpose of an internship exconclusions from the statements of students a certain amount of credit for working on an perience have discovered that BC currently
has no credit mechanism for these
who had interned off-campus which, internship, and there should be no tuition in"justified theirespoousal of the academical- volved.' However, he also said, "What we programs.
4) BC must undertake a review of the
ly focused internship." Their -conclusions have to figure out is if it is going to be more
budgetary support for internships, and give
were, "First, a university sponsorship of the expensive than the average teaching on this
greater emphasis to such activity in the
student's placement centers the attentionof campus. If we're paying $12,000 for a superbudgets of each department.
the agency receiving the intern on the fact visor, and getting only half a semester'stui-
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?Theatre: The Island?

by Richard Lord

The Island has closed its run at the
Charles Playhouse, but before it left it
caused stirrings amongst local and theatregoers unseen for awhile in the Hub. The
Island is half of the pair of South African
plays devised by its stars John Kani and
Winston Ntshona along with South African
playwright Athol Fugard that captured
hearts and minds in New York during its
run there last year. The two shows then
toured the country with its two stars until
reaching Boston, their last stop before Kani
and Ntshona take theirhits out of this country forever (supposedly).
Of the two (the other is Sizwe Banzi Is
Dead), The Island is the more powerful being the darker side of the South African
society the bittersweet Sizwe Banzi pokes
alternately playful and savage punches at.
The island of the title is Robben Island, the
South African version of Devil's Island,
whose tenants are overwhelminglyprisoners
of the political sort. The Island looks at two
days in the lives of two Robben Island inmates, as they go about the rounds

necessary for physical and mentalsurvival in
such an environment.
The play opens with the two characters,
pointedly named John and Winston,
engaged in arduous labors on the island's
beach. They are loading sand into large
wheelbarrows, rolling the barrows a short
distance and dumping the load. In terms of
ultimate value, the tasks have as much
meaning as the compulsive, repetitive acts of
a Beckett hero, but as in Beckett, the psychological value of these acts is incalculable
as it fills a void placed in the lives of its
characters by their situation. As the "scene"
progresses(the play is one long, strategically
tortured act), the two are returned to their
cell and there they perform the various
rituals of psychological survival that fill
their everydays and prepared for an original
presentation of Sophocles Antigone that
they who will perform before the colony the
next evening.
The devise of isolating two characters in a
confined space is one that drama has often
laid its hands on before (in both its stage and
cinema manifestations). The situation in

The Island, for instance, is very reminiscent
of Papillon and Sartre's No Exit. Like Sartre's famous play, The Island invokes a hell
that will try the deepest depths of its
character's souls. Also like Sartre's Hell,
The Island's cell is formed by the imagination of man, but a subtel imagination that
understands that Hell too must have ebbs
and flows if its power is to be felt by an
audience that knows only a limited form of
torture, even in its most extreme forms.
Thus, the jokes the warm moments of
desperate camaraderie and the light
moments of The Island. They are there to set
off and focus the torments.
But the Hell that is the barred room of
John and Winston differs in two important
ways from Sartre's No Exit. First of all, the
other person in the cell is not his companion's personal Hell, but in some ways his
glimpse of Heaven (or at least that section of
earth he knew before his confinement). The
unseen people, those who run the prison or
maintain the order that makes the prison
necessary, are the Hell of The Island. The
suggestion is that these unseen forces, as inexorable in their own milieu as the Fates in
Sophocles' world, have failed to extract the
last ounce of torture from their victims solely because they have given them each other.
The second major difference is that, unlike Sartre's inferno, there is an exit from
the closed universe ofThe Island. This is the
pardon, or close of the sentence. Just such
an exit, or at least the promise of it, becomes
the emotional centre of the play as John

The play-within-the-play is further
strengthened as the play's most dramatic
section by the overall form of the play itself.
Performed throughout on a practically bare
stage that the actor's magically transform
with their presence, The Island draws the
audience into the action until they realize at
the point of climax that they have been psychologically trapped in their own appreciation and must now assume the roles of the
audience of prison officials and fellow inmates the prisoners are performing to. The
fact that we as an audience also know more
about the truly private lives of the actors
than any audience should intensifies and
charges that tension the original irony set
off. The tension is then spell-binding and
only broken off when the two end their Antigone, and so The Island.
That these performances are to be the last
of the play in America is almost axiomatic
when one considers what the plays would be
like without Kani and Ntshona. The two
shared last year's Tony for Best Actor and
befitting an award exceedingly more respectable than the Academy Awards in film, the
jusgescould not have erred much if at all in
selecting this duo (though if I myself had to
choose one, I think I'd go with Kani.) Both
performances define brilliance in the
theatre. The demands of a two-man show
put a great burden on any actor, but Kani
and Ntshona carry it flawlessly.
The play itself arose from a series of improvisations between the two actors, and
you can see how all the elementsof the show
owe roots to all their experiences and fears,
social as well as artistic. Though neither
Kani nor Ntshona ever spent any time at
Robben, they (as well as co-author Fugard
risked a stay at the colony simply by dealing
with it in a public medium. This risk further
infuses the performance with a level of
realism that doesn't need representational
props to suggest its face of authenticity.
But there's still something missing here.
-Both The Island and Sizwe Banzi are finally
minor works, though they are extremely fine
minor works. I think the major problem is
that the play suggests too heavily the plight
of John and Winston involves the political
conditionand not the human condition.This
does not in any way mean thatThe Island is
only a political tract or that it merely floats
on the ideological surface of human
emotions and inter-relationships. But in
suggesting a possible solution to the
character's problems, the play pulls back a
bit from something deep inside them, and in
the nature of things.
But even if The Island does have a certain
weakness at its centre, it is an extremely fine
play and those who missed it during its
American stay have missed something indeed. Perhaps there'll be another chance
someday.

to be released in
three months. This latch that opens ontc
John's future freedom threatens to destroy
the emotional bond between the two menThe door of freedom is a passage to both the
joys of family and larger circle of friends
that the men knew before imprisonment
and to the larger society they hate, fear and
were in fact imprisoned for opposing.
Winston, about to be left behind, pours out a
well of resentment on John. "You stink up
this cell. Your freedom stinks," he shouts
angrily. That stink is the now putridly sweet
memory of past joys Winston knows he may
never reach again mixed with the stench a\
the oppressive South African society. The
outside world has seeped in for a moment
and broken the vacuum of love that exists
between the two prisoners.
But the action of the play quickly re-seals
that vacuum as John and Winston return to
the preparations for their play. It is significant that they chose Sophocles' rather than
Anoulih's version of Antigone or the original
Greek piece is offered from a conservative
world-view where the rights of the individual
are tragically but necessarily trampled on
for the good of the state. The irony of these
two victims of a criminal state presenting
this position in stunningly dramatic fashion
makes the last moments of the play a
beautiful stroke of sustained yet slightly
warped tension, their own personalities and
situation obviously breaking through the
rigid lines of their speeches a number of
times.

receives word that he is

\u25a0

?Sizwe Banzi?:

In South Africa there are:
15,000,000 Africans, nearly
4,000,000 Whites
12,000,000 Colored People
over 5,000,000 Asians
The four million whites occupy sixsevenths of the country. The fifteen million
Africans are supposed to belong to the
"Bantu Homelands," less than one-seventh
of the land area. The colored people and
Asians, like most Africans, live and work in
the so-called "white" area. The number of
Africans in the "white" area, urban and
rural, is eight million. Four and a half
million Africans are in the urban areas. The
government and most white South Africans
treat them as labor units, temporary sojourners, aliens in their land of birth, or, as
the Deputy Minister of Justiceput it in 1969,
"surplus appendages."
John Kani and Winston Utshona, are two
black brothers from South Africa who make
up the cast of Sizwe Banzi Is Dead, a play
that on the surface is based on events in the
lives of three South Africans.
But within the play it becomes very clear
that there is a very thin line that separates
the worldof the South African brother from
that of the black man in America.
One is welcome to the world of "Sizwe
Banzi" by Styles, a black man in South
Africa, who, not too long ago, left his job on
the assembly line at the Ford automobile
plant to open a photography studio of his
own. While reading the morning paper,
Styles comments on the worlds events. He
bemoans the capture of Patty Hearst as it
takes the fun out of reading that she has
been spotted simultaneously in San Francisco and Philadelphia. He laments that
Richard M. Nixon was a genius whether
people care to recognize it or not for he was
the only man in history to single-handedly,
"fuck up the entire country and get away
with it." He also makes mention of the fact
that Gerry Ford made such a great vicepresident because he was not required to do
a damn thing
Styles is portrayed by John Kani, who
pulls you into his world with his energy and
involvement with the audience. He told this
writer that if I ever went to apply for a
passport that I must shave and not smile as
they might take it as a sign that I was happy
to be getting out of the country and thus,

would not grant me my papers.
Styles is joined after fifty minutes of the
play by Sizwe Banzi, who has come to him
for a single photograph to send to his wife,
who is in the homeland, as it is against the
law for a black South African to have his
family in the white area unless he is permitted by the government to do so.
Sizwe has come to Styles posing as
another brother, not Sizwe Banzi. During
his sitting, which Styles has turned from one
take into a complete session, "SizweBanzi"
flashes back upon how he has become the
person he is now.
Sizwe, (portrayed by Winston Utshona),
takes us back with him to the night when he
and Buntu, (John Kani) stumble across the
body of a dead black South African; he has
a work permit something that Sizwe does
not and cannot have. Sizwe's permit states
he is to return to the homeland for entering
the city without permission from the govern-

-

ment.

From Buntu is the argument that Sizwe
now has a chance to stay in the city and get a
job,with which he can support his family in
the homeland and eventually afford to bring
them to the city. There are only two requirements that he must follow: one is to
stay out of trouble (Sizwe's reply is, "a
black man is born in trouble for being black
is trouble"), and the second is to accept the
loss of his identity and accept that of the
dead man. Sizwe's situation is that of all
non-whites in this racist society in which we
live.
What must one give up? Why must one
give up so much for so little? A job and
enough money to live comfortably and support a family. Does one not have the right to
life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?
Why must this be denied and by what right
is it denied? These are questions that arose
in my mind during the performance of this
play.
If you, the reader, are at all interested in
political satire, human emotion and the fine
works of two beautiful black brothers, I
suggest you get movingand make it down to
the Charles Playhouse before this play
leaves the country, which will be within the
next two weeks.
Power to the People!
George H. Brickhouse, Jr.

O
AMiscth 'Connell:

By Fran Gilpin
"I almostmake a living at this ya know."
The speaker was David Misch, as he sat
on a couch in the back room of the stately
O'Connell Hall on upper campus last Saturday night. Misch, who is billed as a "folk
comedian" had just completed a lengthly
three set stand as part of the weekend entertainment package at O'Connell that is held
throughout the year.
Misch, lanky with wire-rimmed glasses
and guitar case in hand, looked a little beat,
but was pleased with the response he had
just received from the small but vocal crowd
that was freely partaking of the contents of
beer cans and an occassional chilled bottle
of fermented grape juice. They returned the
feeling of pleasure. '"He's very different,"
said one of the bunch. The others seemed to

concur.
"The last set went over the best," summarized Misch, "especially the spaceman
thing. I think that most people can identify
with it because everyone's seen those outerspace things at one time or another on TV.
Misch was not disappointed by the small
number of folks who stayed to watch him;
most chose to wander in, stay awhile, then
wander out again, many turning up again
after checking out the dreary Saturday nite
scene.
"Most of the people could get into my
material. That doesn't always happen. I'd
rather have twenty folks listening to the
lyrics and attitudes of my songs than one
hundred who just can't be bothered listening
that intently," Misch said.
Misch's stage act combines parody,
pathos and satire in a cross between Martin
Mull and Woody Allen. Hiding neurotically
behind his immense 12-string guitar, he
sings of such universal themes as first loves,
lost baggage, and hometowns, the latter
category being his best opus. "Somerville,"
a tribute to his former home
a town
"where buildings reach up to the sky,while
far below the pavement hugs the ground."
?

His performances are stream of
sciousness in the realm of the odd, touching
on the basic neurotic underbellies of tfie
audience. In the best Vaudevillian tradition
he never stops talking, and while neither his
voice nor guitar playing are anything exceptional, his material is usually good enough
so the listener never notices.
Misch does only the gigs at night. He has
no day job to supplement the very humble
income rendered to him at such spots as

\u25a0

and our

This
the writer, but
"I've heard it quite a bit on the radio, but
well, modest," stated
sales have been
David.
Just then, a gent in his early 20's came
through the door.
"How's the record doing?"asks Misch.
"We just sold two more copies," he
replied with a grin.
"We sold one after the first set.
Wow.
That's a 200 percent increase in sales for
here tonight," Misch exclaims.
Modest, indeed.
What's in the works for the future?
"Well, after Chicago I'm coming back
here (Boston) in the middle of October and
play a few places until around Christmas.
Then I'll take some time off and work on
some new material."
Any chance for an album sometime in the
foreseeable future?
"Ya never know. Stranger things have
happened. Right now I'm just trying to expose my type of singing-songwriting to' as
many people as possible. I would have to do
an album with a fairly big label
I
couldn't financially back an LP on my own
with a small company. A single, but no
album."
Misch is a unique alternative to the
typical, dead-pan folk-singer, a character he
parodies so well.
"Folk - singers do tend to get boring and
reptitious after awhile. I don't blame people
for going out to dancing places. At least ya
can stay awake."
People won't fall aslumber during David
Misch's performances
that's for certain.
He'll be at Passim's in Cambridge with
Rachel Faro, October 16th through the
19th. Just for a change, check him out.

..

O'Connell.

"I do mostly colleges, and son
coffeehouses. The Boston-Cambridge fojk
scene has gone downhill in recent ye*u"!
commercially speaking, (i.e. gooc
money from gigs.) It used to be the best ir
the country, but the boogie joints havekinda
taken care of that. That's happening
everywhere,though. There's just not enough
places to play."
"I'm going out to Chicago this week.,
That's a pretty good place for my kindol
thing out there," he added.
David Misch, unlike most performers
who appear at O'Connell, has a recgid.
Well, a forty-five. Yes, his voice and guitar
chords are on vinyl in the guise of a recording of "Somerville" on a small Vermont
label. The tune has received a fair amounlf&i

.
.
.

on WCAS, WBCN-FM
"" airplay
WZBC-FM
pleases

.
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Theatre: Lyric Stage Company's
?Oedipus Rex?
by Mark J. Bly

Last week the Lyric Stage Company
opened their fall season by presenting
Sophocles dramatic classic Oedipus Rex.
Normally, any acting company that stages
this play deserves credit for simply attempting to produc# it.
Oedipus Rex is an extremely difficult play
to put on the boards for a number of
reasons: first, it is hard to supply the chorus
with physical action that will stimulate interest; second, the special effects, including
the presentation of a blinded Oedipus
onstage, require a high degree of technical
creativity; and third, it is not easy to find
performers who are talented enough to portray the complex range of emotions that exist in the leading characters.
The Lyric Stage Company, however,
deserves more than a compliment for mounting Oedipus Rex, the company merits considerable praise for the quality of its presentation as well. The Company performs at
565 Boylston St. in downtown Boston in a
tiny space that is hardly suitablefor presenting a Greek tragedy, but the director Polly
Hogan has used the space judiciously. Her
choreographing of the chorus and her blocking of the scenes between the main
characters is precise and dramatically effective. The chorus in this production is not a
useless apendage that seems to impede the
action, but is rather an integral part of the
action, as Hogan uses it skillfully to
heighten the dramatic intensity of the play.
In her directing of Oedipus, Hogan has
chosen to present him as an intensely
physical man, particularly in his dealings
with Teiresiasand the shepherd. This direction is important for it supplies telling insights into the character of Oedipus, exhibiting him as a rash man of action who is

guided by his emotions instead of his
rational faculties.
The chorus played by Steve Stanton, Joni
Kent, and Suzanne Hartman was, for the
most part, strong, with the possible exception of some diction problems that marred
several songs. Unfortunately, Miriam
Varon as jocasta was guilty of the same
shortcoming, particularly in her final
speech. Tom Waldman as Creon was
perhaps a bit too young for his role, but his
performance was steady. In the final scene
when he faced the blind Oedipus, Waldman
was firm and yet appropriatelysympathetic.
Norman Goodman asTeiresiaswas satisfactory in his portrayal of the blind prophet,
but he was not totally convincing. Goodman's Teiresias lacked the eerie quality that

a seer-prophet should have about him.
Furthermore, Goodman did not move like a
blind man as many of his moves betrayed
too much foresight visually.
Clearly the best performance was givenby
Ron Ritchell as Oedipus. His Oedipus is
proud and overbearing, but it is also
energetic and ruthless in its pursuit of the
truth. His finest moments come at the end of
the playwhen Ritchell as Oedipus, though
clearly suffering, exhibits an inner strength
that few people possess and is truly admirable in nature.
The entire cast, though largely amateur in
status, performed in a creditable manner.
Hopefully, the Lyric Stage Company will be
able to continue their fine work for the rest
of the season.

Susan Sontag at BC
By Mary Klingler
Susan Sontag is many things. She's a
writer of fiction, a film maker, an essayist, a
book reviewer, a traveller, a teacher. But
one thing she claims she is not is a critic. If
anything, she characterizes herself with her
usual bluntness, as "somebody who likes to
shoot her mouth off." She explains: "The
critical function is a normal function of talking. You find yourself saying things you did
not even know you thought."

To the Sontag mind, art is understood as
history rather than entity and "once art is so
understood, it cannot be understood
otherwise. No definition can be genuinely
descriptive."

we have "ripped art out of contexts and
rendered it abstract." But Sontag was not
condemning, but rather accepting this
abstraction as another possible quality of

Susan saw art as an "autonomous activity" to itself but most importantly, she
noted that "art can be defined by other art."
She spoke at length about art's "museum
destiny." (Museum meaning "anywhereart
is packaged and put along side of each
other.") She cited how Dadist Marcel
Duchamp announced his urinal as art
"because I declare it" to be merely "begging
(art) history to call his bluff - and history

In the concluding moments an exasperated devotee to detail finally and bluntly put it to Sontag what is art? Her reply:
"We have a whole big kit of tools and we
don't have to worry if we don'thave one tool
that covers one phenomena because we have
the wholeother kit."

Perhaps further explanation of why she
does not like to label herself as critic was
brought out in the first Humanities Series
lecture The Aesthetic View of the World
held last Thursday when she "anti-defined" backed off."
art as "not a statement." She told the
Delving further into art history she
audience that whenevershe writes she feels
she "is allowing something to have a voice observed "What is now art had function that is independent of me." She was im- religious, magical, medicinal. Art was not
pressed with a statement made by D.H. created but rather installed and used." Thus
Lawrence in regard to his own books which
he felt were "written by the wind that blew
them."
Sontag feels that art as statement would
be supposing that a situation is too simple.
"I want the text to affect readers. Art is not
a situation of emergency. We have a sense
of our own limitations and I hope my art expresses more than just myself. I would hope
it wouldbe doing more than that."

Although Sontag may have a grasp of her
own personal limitations, she surely does not
choose to have a grasp of the limitations of
"art". She did outline three things that art
is not - a statement, personal expression,
and communication. This seemed to come
easier for her. She also made three broad,
yet still painful definitions of what art is embodied thought, activity and commodity.
She quickly added that even these "did not
exhaust" what art was. Art, it seemed,
always stretched a little farther than the
mind could reach. Because of this, her lecture seemed to be a struggle with, rather
than a clarification of terms. But then she
warned us before she began that what she
would say had been written for herself as an
attempt to think something through.

art.

-

The Sontag mind, which true to its function as anti-critic did not state a single thing
conclusively, did present a forum of new
ideas to lead the mind on to fascinating
tangents.
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by Susan Liguori
I want to use the facilities," com- small college atmosphere.
Interviews conducted by The plained a Duchesne
A sophomore who lived at Newresident.
Heights in the past two weeks in"Even if I do get to use it (the ton last year said there was more of
dicate general satisfaction among library)," added a nursing student, a community atmosphere there
BC students living on the Newton "it's always noisy because
of con- before BC took total control of it.
campus.
struction and they don't have very "Last year we had dances on the
front lawn and pizza parties on Sunmany books."
Buses continue to be the main
day afternoons. This year, if we
complaint at Newton, although Student opinion of the social life
want to have a party we have to go
many students agree the problem was varied. "The social life is pretty
permission and
has improved. "The buses tend to good as long as you just want to to BC and ask for
down a $25
then
we
have
to
put
get crowded when the bus drivers go meet freshmen," commented a studeposit."
dent
from
Duchesne.
and
in
the
afternoons
on break
when
Dottie Engler, resident directorat
everyone goes back to the dorms," Another student said the "social
said there were differences
said one Keyes resident. "But in the life is on a more personal level here Newton,
year and last at Newbetween
this
mornings the problem has been than at main campus."
"Close-knit" was a word fre- ton. "The most noticeable
alleviated."
difference is the coed dorms. It's a
Lack of library facilities was quently used to describe Newton.
more relaxed and healthier atanother common complaint. "The "The people are closer to each other
mosphere," she added.
People are generally satisfied with life at the Newton Campus.
librarians always give me a hassle if because it's a smaller campus," said Living one mile from the main
Ginny Morris, head Resident at
campus was considered both a
Duchesne West.
"I think it was a good idea to put drawback and an advantage by
most of the freshmen together," students. "It's harder to meet peoadded a Speech and Communica- ple on the main campus," oneKeyes
tion major. "We all have the same resident explained. "I feel like I
like homesickness and don't belong there."
problems
day
on the proposed
care facility.
sidering what he sees as "the special
by Elizabeth Conniff
However, another resident said "I
Dr. Frank Campanella, executive The main problem, Campanella needs of married students and staff adjusting to school, so we can all like to leave the problems of school
help one another," she said.
vice president of Boston College, said, involves "accepting two with children."
on main campus and come home to
said the day care situation on cam- children from the City of Newton as
The site of the proposed day care The interdorm football, softball Newton to relax. I don't feel like
pus looks "pretty pessimistic for the scholarship students in lieu of tax- center is Hovey House, on the cor- and tennis teams were frequently I'm living at school 24 hours a day."
remainder of this year."
es." Campanella opposes this idea ner of Beacon and Hammond mentioned as examples of Newton's
Campanella said a deadlock had and added, "If any children receive Streets. Renovations cannot begin
occurred in negotiations with the scholarships it should be children of on Hovey, however, until Newton
City of Newton over certain the BC community."
approves the facility.
According to Campanella, the by Mary
He made this statement con"restrictions"_the City had imposed
Ann Murphy
date for the opening of a BC day The BC chapter of the National with 70 campus
chapters in excare center now appears to be in the Student Coalition Against Racism istence.
distant future. At present, no (NSCAR) will participate in the seIts present objective at BC is to
meeting is set with the City of New- cond NSCAR conference on Oct. build
support for the NSCAR conton to discuss the situation.
10 through 12, at Northeastern ference, said Paul Eckstein, a
University.
teaching fellow in the Philosophy
The conference, consisting of Department and coordinator of
panels, workshops and discussions, BC's NSCAR.
<z$ f
JS&s. Uses no batteries; no adaptor;
According to Eckstein, the
will focus specifically on the main
K|§i|jfi
fifei* Only $?9 QS| while supply lasts. (continued from page one}
objectives of NSCAR
desegrega- Graduate Student Association and
religious pieces. She played with tion of the Boston public schools Tracy Jenkins of the Black Sudent
Dizzy Gilespie at the Newport Jazz and action against budget cutbacks Forum have already endorsed the
Festival and has now composed across the United States primarily conference. UGBC was called upon
Lighted numerals appear almost 'A" high,
more than 400 musical pieces in all. affecting minority schoolchildren.
for the same support at a meeting
illplß
>s9
Adds, subtracts, multiplies, divides. Has
\u25a0jjp
The Bicentennial exercises were
NSCAR was formed in with NSCAR representatives on
5
automatic percent kn Floating decimal. Does
concluded with the first Boston per- February, 1975, as an outgrowth of Oct. I.
9m' chain and constants. Keys "click" for positive feel. formance of"A Prayer for Us," a the student committee which
Students and faculty members
Energy unit snaps out; recharges in any wall outlet.
Jf
piece of music commissionedfor the organized the Dec. 14, 1974 march are also urged to support and give
Metal construction. Ultra-slim, weighs only 2 ozs.
occasion by the Princeton against racism in Boston. NSCAR financial assistance to the NSCAR
Wf%L Soft vinyl case. Fully guaranteed for 1 year.
Theological Seminary. It was com- played a leading role against the conference, and may contact
Send only $29.95 (N.Y. state residents add 7%
posed and conducted by Dr. Alex- cutbacks in the City University of representatives Paul Eckstein or Joe
'4gf J sales tax) plus $1. 50 postage and handling. Money
ander Peloquin of BC.
New York (CUNY) system and is Hornick at Carney Room 267, ext.
The "Prayer" featured Lucien now expanding on a national level 757.
21st CENTURY MARKETING, INC. Olivier, a baritone, Thomas
Dept. 95, 404 Bayview Avenue
PL AT! UN U M ITALIC
O'Malley, SJ, reading and the
Imvppi!, L.1., New York 11696
University Chorale. The music was
gyfe
interwoven with the various voices
SET
and enhanced by organ and percus<
Thousands of Topics
a oumain
sion instruments. The piece climaxfa
Send for your up-to-date, 160J
,J
n
r J
ed when it melted into what Pelopage, mail order catalog. Enclose
HIPS, and instruction
OtdttC
\ip\
quin termed a "more majestic" ren&*'.' l f rr r
$1.00 to cover postage and
f
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manual all
dition of"America the Beautiful." handling.
research assistance, inc.
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MASS PIRG

(Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group)
McElroy 118, 969-0100, ext. 713

11322 IDAHO AYE., # 206
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474
Our research papers are sold for
research purposes only.
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"Foam Rubber Is Our Business'

FOAM RUBBER

Stop by first and find out what we're about.
McElroy 114

REFUNDS
September 29-October 10,
Monday-Friday, 9-4
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CARPET SALE

For Every Purpose
Mass PIRG is funded through the Undergraduate
Government Fee, and your $4.00 contribution makes
these social change efforts possible. However,
students who do not wish to support the efforts of
Mass PIRG may obtain a refund.
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A student-run Nader-irispired social change organization. BC students work on small claims court counseling and reform, tenants' rights, a Mass, returnable
bottle bill, mass transit, and many other issues.
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Joshua Center to Open as Drop-in, Counseling Center
by Mary MacVean

.

Joshua Center, the studentstaffed and directed hotline drop-in
center on campus, will open for the
semester at midnight Oct. 5, according to co-directors Lynny Brown
and John Cingari.
The Center, open 24 hours a day
and seven days a week, is located on

Upper Campus in Shaw House
basement. Brown said, "Its main
purpose is to mold itself to theneeds
of the BC community by keeping up
with current trends and needs of the
students."
Brown and Cingari said the center
has developed a new philosophy this
year. Cingari said, "Not only will
the Joshua Center staff be helping

other people, but the Center will be
a learning process for the staff
itself."
Cingari explained this will be accomplished through the inclusion of
three support groups of 10 staff
members each. "The groups," he
said, "will examine the way people
handle situation's at the center, and
as the word support suggests, staff
will have the opportunity to share
common problems, ideas and
feelings."
Brown and Cingari said the 28

staff members, all undergraduates, the Center publicized all over camare intensively trained in the areas pus so people will know of the
of human sexuality, drug use and availableresources."
abuse, mental health and general
Expectations for the year include
campus information. They added the expansion of referrals, ongoing
that overnight facilities can be staff training over the entire year
provided on an emergency basis.
and an outreach program in resident
Cingari said, "The staff is wellareas to increase student awareness
rounded and many have had exof the Center, according to the coperiences similar to the Center. I directors.
feel confident in their abilities."
Both Brown and Cingari stressed
Both Brown and Cingari agreed that all students are welcome at the
that their major immediate concern Center any time
whether for
is publicity. Brown said, "We want serious matters or not.
?

Garet

Der k
Shaw House, on the upper campus, houses Joshua Center offices.

Application and Information for

Discussion
Leaders for
The Human Sexuality
Course
Group

are available in Campion 301
Deadline October 14
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YEARBOOK PORTRAITS
at the
,
Sub Turri offiCe Mc Elroy 101
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Don't be left out, only a few-days left
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1. Find someone who has a freezer.
2. Put a bottle of Jose Cuervo Gold in it.
3. Go away.
4. Come back later that same day.
5. Open the bottle and pour a shot of the
golden, viscous liquid.
6. Drinkit with grace and dignity.
Or other people, if they're not around.

2 bucksoff.
A delicious Sirloin Steak
plus
golden brown French Fries
plus
1 frosty pitcher of beer
plus
all the salad you want to make.

only $3.95.

Steak, pitcher of beer and

Sunday through Thursday, with this ad

EMERSONS"
Cocktails, wine and beer available.

Expires 12/75. Not tjood with other discounts or promotions.

JOSE CUERVO* TEQUILA. 80 PROOF
© 1975. HEUBLEIN. INC.. HARTFORD. CONN.

IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY

BC

Framingham- 1280Worcester Road (Route 9)?879-5102
Peabody- Routes 1 & I2BN-535-0570
Newton 1 114 Beacon Street at 4 Comers 965-3530
Lawrence 75 Winthrop Avenue (Route 114)?687-1191
Randolph-493 High Street (Routes 28 & 128)?986-4466
East Providence? l94o Pawtucket Avenue (Routes 44 and 1-A)?434-6660
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Veterans Info. Service Available
by Paul Haberzettl and Christine policies and procedures for enrollment for GI Bill benefits isavailable
Bresnahan
The Veterans' Information Ser- from the Office of the University
vice at BC, located in McElroy 141, Registrar (Lyons 101). The
is a clearing house for information Registrar's office processes most of
regarding programs and services the V.A. forms and has prepared a
available to veterans and veterans handbook discussing veteran's
dependents receiving Veterans Ad- benefits and procedures for obministration (V.A.) benefits at BC. taining the benefits. Mrs. Mary
Coordinated by the Student Ac- Hawes is the person to contact in
tivities Office, the service is staffed the Registrar's Office for further inby student-vets with experience in formation.
"Boston College veterans have
V.A. related affairs. According to a
spokesperson for the Veterans' Of- maintained such a low profile that
fice, the service exists to "help the many, including vets themselves,
veteran student become aware of have expressed surprise that BC
and secure the full range of benefits offers any aid at all to its veteran
population," said the veterans office
available through the V.A."
"The Student Activities Office spokesperson. "In the past the serhandles vocational rehabilitation, vices and the students have been
tutorial assistance, VA work study tragically unaware of each other's
and other related programs," said existence...anything we can do for
the spokesperson.
the student vet we will be happy to
Specific information regarding do."
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Classes will be Wednesdays from 4:30-6 beginning Oct. 15.
Free!

ComutersC
' omm.
Examines Parking
by Peter Howell

The Commuter's Committee has
organized a special task force to examine transportation problems such
as over-crowded shuttles buses and
commuter parking, according to
chairperson Ron lacobucci.
He said the task force has persuaded James J. Daly , Director of
University Safety and Security, to
add extra buses from 8 to 10 am.
lacobucci is working through the
Governor's office to try to reduce
public transportation rates\to encourage its use. He said the MBTA
discriminates against students who
ride several times each day because
they are forced to pay full fare while
businessmen commute on reduced

Tuition
(continuedfrom page one)

THE SIERRA MADRE
STARTS WEDNESDAY
p 536-7067

rates.

lacobucci also reported changes

at Murray House including pain-

ting, extension of the back porch
and the addition of new carpets in
many rooms. Pingpong and card
tables have also been added and a
typewriter will be acquired next
week. lacobucci hopes to pipe
WZBC into the house.
"We want to get commuters and
residents together," said lacobucci.
He said everyone is encouraged to
use Murray House facilities. The
commuter office will be open as
much as possible for any comments
or complaints and there will be information posted on all social
events.
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sq. Boston

Read 300 pages in less than one and one half hours, with
comprehension of 80% or better * Individual Instruction *
Small classes
MONEY BACK

b
iS

GUARANTEE

educational reading service
1280 Cfitre St., Newton Centre

?

964-3040

seven university vice-presidents and
and is chaired by
Financial Vice- President Smith.
The idea of a long range financial
plan originated under President
Seavey Joyce in 1971. The purpose
of the plan was to advise students
and faculty of upcoming tuition increases. In 1970 Joyce increased tuition without the students' prior
knowledge, causing a universitywidestrike.
This years' updating of the long
range financial plan is the first formal revision of the plan since its
creation in 1973. The Budget Committee is hoping to have final
recommendations ready for Father
Monan and Dr. Campanella in a
couple of weeks. If the recommendations are approved they will be
presented to the Board of Directors
for a final vote
The idea of a long range financial
plan originated under President
Seavey Joyce in 1971. The purpose
of the plan was to advise students
and falculty of upcoming tuition increases. In 1970 Joyce increased tuition without the students' prior
knowledge, causing a universitywidestrike.

two students

SPEEDREADING
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Come in & sign up.

2603).

/

THE TREASURE OF

African Queen 3:45,7:45
Sierra Madre 1:30, 5:30,9:30

Evening office hours have been
established and daytime hours are
staggered to make the office more
available to all vets. Appointments
can be made with a veteran assistant
at times other than regular office
hours.
Veterans assistants are in the Student Activities Office (ext. 2603)
Mon. 11:30 - 3:30; Tues. 9:00 12:00; Thurs. 9:00
12:00, 3:00 4:00; Fri. 12:00 - 5:00. On Tues.,
Wed., and Thurs. nights from 6:00
10:00 there will be a veteran in the
ticket booth in McElroy lobby (ext.

The Heights is sponsoring a news
reporting & writing workshop.
Learn or improve journalistic skills.
Special guest lecturers.

I

.

Is Tuition Going Up ?
FIND OUT TONIGHT
Sponsoredßy UGBC
Fulton 220 7:oopm

SPEAK NOW OR FOREVER
HOLD YOUR PEACE !
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SOE Sponsors Field Experience
by

Bonnie Blake

The Field Experience Program in
the School of Education is a threeyear sequential process which aims
to expose students gradually to
practical classroom teaching. During the three years, a student can explore different areas of classroom
experience before student teaching
for an entire semester senior year.
Dr. Joan Jones, director of field
experience, described the program
as a "screening process, in which a
student can decide which area of
teaching is best suited for him or
her."
A student in the School of Education enters the Program as a
sophomore and is immediately
assigned one of six teachinglearning centers The aim of the
center is to provide the student
with advisors and coordinators.
These supervisors remain with the
student throughout the Program.
The teaching-learningcenters are in
the city and suburban school
systems which agree to take the student through the entire Program.
Organization of the teachinglearning center is designed to relate
academic theory with practical experience. During sophomore and
junior year, the student is required
to take education courses which

.

Vegies Fruits Eggs

revolve around practical classroom topic of the research project is up to
experience. For instance, a student the individual student.
interested in Special Education may
"Right now," she continued, "we
be taking a course about children are trying to relate on
and off camwith learning disabilities. In addi- pus activities. We
are trying to
tion, the student might work with strengthen
communication between
such children in the schools.
the supervisor and the student
One approach to relate theory teacher. One method
of comwith practical experience is a "Con- munication we are trying to develop
tract Plan." The aim of the Plan is is the use of video-tape. By using
to set up an agreement among the video-tape equipment, students will
student, coordinating teacher and be able to see how they
present
supervisor which will define the themselves. Supervisors will then be
goals of a semester. The student has able to evaluate students more
the option of choosing four areas easily."
such as spelling, vocabulary
building, word usage, and listening
MEN!
WOMEN!
comprehension from a long list of
subjects. The student must then
agree to fulfill the aims of the agree- JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience rement for a period of a semester. If
desired a student can devise his or quired. Excellent pay.
her own contract. The Plan offers Worldwide travel. Summer Job
the student room to pursue a or career. Send $3.00 for Information. SEAFAX, Dept. E-17
specific interest.
During an entire semester of Box 2049, Port Angeles,
senior year, a student teaches Washington 98362.
fulltime under the supervision of a Good tennis/squash player with car and
initiative wanted for part time job. Call
classroom teacher and a Boston Paul or Barbara
522-2045.
College coordinator. While the stu- Campus Plaque Manufacturing needs on
dent is teaching, a senior research campus representatives. Part-time, on
project is required. According to campus 10-15hrs/wk. Approx. earnings Dr. Jones, "A good teacher must be $50 - $100/wk. Prefer Junior or Senior
students. Contact: A. Nelson 762-0380
a good researcher. One must be able am -12 pm.
I
compare
to
and sift research." The
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McGuinAud.
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McElroy

Cheeese Apples

SPIRO COIFFEURS
901 Walnut St
(Four Corners)
527-9153
Newton, Mass.
Easy Care Hair Styles for Men & Women

;

527-8291

Blow Cuts Styling Natural Curl
Receive expert care from Splro,
originally from the Chopping Block, and
?

?

meet his expertly trained staff
20% off with B.C. Id
Tues., Wed., Thurs.
\u25a0

should have taken 10 minutes. 4
hours later, the bank was like a
circus sideshow. 8 hours later, it
was the hottest thing on live T.V
12 hours later, it was all history.

Service Liquor Mart
1700 Comm. Ave.
Brighton
presents
LIQUOR PICKER SPECIALS:

Great
Magnums 50oz. AI.C 12%bvvol.

Soave

12o/o ale. by vol.

$1.49
25 OZ.. Fifth

Lambrusco
Kegs Schlitz
Kegs Tuborg

12% a*, by vol.

RLPnCINOff
H
DOC DRY UP

$24.95
$22.00

AFTERNOON

Cheese Platters for
any occaision
Also Slamng

232-3733

JOHN CA/ALE ? lAMES BRODERICK and CHARLES DURNlNOasMoretti ? Screenplayby FRANK PIERSON

Produced by MARTIN BREGMAN and MARTIN ELFAND \u25a0 Directed by SIDNEY LUMET ? Film Editor DEDE ALLEN

DELIVERIES

\"Wy 1 RESTRICTEDPare")
Under 17 req
Q' AQuit
jm\.\ accompanying

566-8096

BOSTON

All kegs orders must be in by Thurs.
tor upcoming weekend

CINEMA 57

200 STUART ST. near
PARK SQ. 482-1222
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RT. 9- SHOPPERS' WLD.

235-8020
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DANVERS

EX |T 24 OFF RT. 128
593-2100
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With all its fun, frivolity, and asinine comments, combining the mammoth production of a
Busby Berkeley epic, the sly wit of a Noei Coward bedroom comedy, and the sophisticated
commentary on contemporary life of a Henny Youngman commentary on contemporary
1ife,...A11 this in one unprecedented, unplanned, unbelievable revue.
To see it...you've got to be there!

J^\u25a0
_ Tickets at Ticket Booth, McElroy
Foyer

Rathskeller
8:00

*

IUO

Vale Russian Chorus
Friday October 17
Eagles Nest

8:00

Free
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Eagles Rebound; Crush Outclassed Villanova Squad 41-12
by

Don Makson

The Boston College Eagles
yawned their way to a 41-12 victory, over an outclassed Villanova
Wildcat squad in what proved to be
more of a social gathering than a
"big time" football contest. The unenthusiastic crowd of 20,512 had
but two things to cheer about; the
return of wide receiver Dave Zumbach, and the aerial attack of Mike
Kruczek. But the question still
lingers: was the barrage representative of the strength of the Eagles
or the weakness of Villanova?
BC started out very slowly in the
first quarter, and Villanova broke
on top on a Gus Fernandez 34 yard
field goal, set up by a Pete La Boy
fumble of a punt. On the ensuing
kickoff, Rich Scuddelari brought
the ball out to the 32 yard line which
gave Kruczek plenty of room to
work. Coach Joe Yukica mixed his
plays well and a 28 yard pass to Don
Petersen gave the Eagles the ball on
the Villanova 17. From there BC
just let the workhorses, Barnette
and Strong, carry the pigskin, and 5
plays later, Earl Strong gave the
Maroon and Gold a lead it would
never relinquish. After the kickoff,
Villanova just could not move the

ball, and Lance Viola's rolling punt
died at the BC 33. Kruczek immediately hit Bucky Godbolt at the
Villanova 48 for a first down, but
after three straight running plays,
the Eagles found themselves short
by a half-yard. Yukica decided to go
for it and an offside penalty gave
BC a first down at the 33 yard line.
Dave Zumbach's first reception of
the year gave the Eagles another
first down at the Wildcat 21, just as
the period ended. Four plays later,
Keith Barnette, behind left tackle,
Steve Manni, skipped into the end
zone to give BC a 14-3 lead.
Villanova quarterback Brian
Sikorski fumbled the snap in their
next offensive series and the Eagles
Bob Moore recovered on the Wildcat 23 yard line. Dave Zumbach's
great catch brought the Eagles to
the four yard line and two plays
later, Barnette swept in for his second score, and the rout was on.
Fred Steinfort missed the point
after touchdown in the game's only
controversial moment. Fred then
took out his frustration on the ball
and kicked it out of the end zone.
On the next series, Villanova was
forced to punt, and BC started out
on their 35 yard line. Kruczek, who

Karn
quarterback MikeKruczek fires hard to the sidelines in BC's romp over Villanova.

Eagles
was the recipient of the Ralph Pasquariello award for being the
game's outstanding player, wasted
no time in picking apart the weak
Wildcat secondary. He hit Bill
Paulsen for a first down at the 47.
After a two yard gain by Barnette,
Kruczek stepped back into the
pocket and uncorked a picture pass

to Dave Zumbach who took it in to

It was Zumbach's eighty-ninth
reception in an Eagle uniform, and
broke the record that was held by
Mcl Briggs. BC kept the ball on the
ground and Barnette finished the 76
yard, seven play drive with a 24 yard
run for his third score. The Wildcats
only touchdown came after a BC
fumble gave Mike Frazier and
Company, the ball on the Eagle 42.
With the aid of a pass interference
call, the Wildcats drove to the 15.
There, on first and ten, Frazier
spotted split end Steve Adelizziwho
made a great catch to close the gap
to 34-12.
Boston College closed out the
scoring in the fourth quarter on a 14
play, 71 yard march. The drive
featured the power running of Tony
Melchiorre and Earl Strong, who
scored his second TD of the game.
One puzzling aspect of the game,
was BC's decision to call a time-out
with seven seconds remaining. If the

make the score. 27-3. The only
other score the Wildcats could
muster came when the center snap,
flew over Jim Walton's head and
into the end zone. Walton smartly
pounced on the ball and was
tackled, giving the Wildcats a safety. The half ended with BC ahead,
27-5.
Ah! to touch the green, green grass of home. It may lack the pomp and
The second half started out well
circumstance of the pre-game festivities ot a national television gala
celebration. A national ranking may not have been at stake. But it's for the Eagles as Kruczek, showed
why he has set the accuracy mark
good to be back home gain.
for quarterbacks last year, by hitThe Eagles, bruised and battered from games past, limped in and ting Zumbach at the Villanova 41
sought to get off the launching pad. As 25 point favorites some saw Oct.
4 as an off day-a time to sit back and lick the wounds of previous encounters. Villanova, on the other hand, inspired to greater heights,
looked to snatch away the biggest victory of their season.
Loosing the war on the eastern front, this band of Eagles changed their
byDC
tune and won a battle. They took a step towards respectability.
ave oulthard
goals.
Inexcusable mental mistakes by
Merrimack has always had a BC's
Bombs away.
defensive corps allowed
Michael Kruszek fired the ball, not just on 3rd and 7, not simply on poorly skilled but very rough team, Merrimack to score three quick
2nd and long, but Mike fired away on Ist down. What a difference a day so before last Friday's game BC goals in the first five minutes of the
coach Hans Westerkamp required game. After a time BC settled down
makes.
While the walking wounded tramped home one man had healed none all his players to wear shin pads for and eventually gained the advantage
too soon. Yes, Zumbach's back. Dave Zumback had a homecoming late protection from the sloppy in the flow of play as Lojek proved
last night. After his game heroics Dave smiled,"Yeah, it's good to be Warriors. Unfortunately, BC, play- to be the catalyst of the offense. His
ba,ck." It's good to have you back, Dave. Asked whether or not his ing just as rough and sloppy barely goal, with only eight minutes
presence might have spelled the difference in games gone by Zumbach escaped with a 4-3 victory behind remaining in the contest, broke a 3pointed to Laßoy, Paulsen, and Godboltand remarked how talented they the sparkling performance of John -3 tic and gave BC the win. On the
are. "Maybe we are a little more confident when I'm in there but only Lojek who scored all four Eagle play left wing Dave Marx dribbled
because I've been there beflre." Kruczek had been looking for Zumbach
all year. Last night he finally found him.

PaulCahill

SHwomeH
t ome

Lojek Sparks Eagles to 4-3 Victory

Offensively, the potent attack materialized. With Kruczek firing
bullets and Strong and Barnette rambling down the sidelines this contest
:soon became no contest at all.
The story is often told in the hand to
hand combat in the trenches of the offensive line. Here Macik, Schindler
and company blew the Wildcat's doors off as BC drove at will.
With the outcome settled by halftime the second half captivated the interest of at least three diehard imbibers and one aging Augustinian who
still thought there was a chance for Villanova to pull it out.
Defensively, praise is in order as well. Brian Sikorski tasted Alumni's

Astroturf on more than one occasion last Saturday evening. As a unit

they played tight, all night. Who had their game together It's tough to
single out one person. Names like Bob Moore, Rich Scudellar, and Joe
Glandorf" come to mind immediately. Another bright spot was the play
of Mr. Watts. Perhaps it is the pent up frustrations of being pinned as a
former tight end that makes Watts so electrifying. Bob commented after
the game, "I guess 1 just enjoy sticking people these days." Football is a
means towards an end for this man. Bob sees no obstacles standing
between him and professional ball. "I want to achieve professional stardom as an easy route to communicate with people who might listen to
what I have to say." Villanova certainly got the message last Saturday.
The pendulum swings this way. Having gained momentum things can
only get better. This team can be fun to watch if they perform up to par.
They still have something to prove. But at least they're sitting up in the

coffin.

Yeah, it's good to be back home, again.

John Lojek's goal, with only eight minutes remaining in the contest,
broke a 3-3 tic and gave BC the win.

McCue

Tom

Bob

Eagles wanted to roll up the score,
this was a classless move and one
that alienates fans and opposing
teams alike.
Overall, the Eagles outgained the
visitors 378-150, with 208 of those
yards coming from Mike Kruczek's
12 of 16 passing. Dave Zumbach
showed that he retained his knack
for finding seams in the opponents
secondary by catching five passes
for 95 yards. On defense, BC was
very sloppy in tackling and let
potential losses turn into average
gains. However, Rich Ramirez, filling in for Kevin Cuniff, and Rich
Scudellari did play fine games for
the Eagles.. Credit must be given to
Joe Yukica for he exploited the
weaknesses of the Villanova defensive backs, and wasn't afraid to
throw the ball. In future games, the
Eagles must display this mixture of
run and pass, or else all dreams of
bowl games will turn to DUST

toward the endline, and with a
Merrimack fullback hanging on his
shoulders, he centered the ball to
Lojek who tapped it in the goal for
an easy score.
BC continued the pressure for the
next couple of minutes in an effort
to score an insurance goal, but
Merrimack reversed the momentum
and almost tied it up on a couple of
occasions before the final whistle. If
that had happened, what was
already a disgraceful performance
by BC would have ended shamefully
without a win.
Lojek deadlocked the game fifteen minutes into the second half as
the Warrior netminder dropped the
ball in front of the goal mouth and
Lojek alertly kicked it in for the
score. Up until the winning goal BC
took control of the game and it was
evident that it was only a matter of
time before the Eagles scored again
and won the game. The surge was
led by the strong play of fullback
Chuch Moran.
The first half was characterized
by very rough play on both sides.
Merrimack opened with an easy
goal in the first minute of the contest as BC was not fired up, undoubtedly expecting an easy game.
The Warriors really sent a jolt
through the Eagles' backs when they
scored a second goal just a munute
later. As a result the whole BC team
started playing frantically, hoping
to close the gap fast. This panic
allowed Merrimack to tally another
goal in three more minutes.
(continued on page three)
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.three-game homestand for the
The Green Wave of Tulane Boston College Eagles.
University will invade Alumni Last season, Tulane finished with
Stadium on Saturday, Oct. 11, seek- a disappointing 5-6 record, losing
ing to avenge a humiliating 27-3 loss their final six games, including the
that they suffered here last season. romp by BC. In the game against
The contest is slated for a 7:30 pm the Green Wave in 1974, the Eagles
start and will be the second of a displayedcomplete domination over

by Jim Catapano

Karn
Earl Strong sweeps wide on route to the goal line against Villanova.

Bob

running mate and has gained 146*
their visitors. The BC offense, run- afternoon.
ning almost at will, amassed 363
However, there are still many yards for a 2.7 average so far this
yards on the ground while the areas in the Tulane lineup which, at season. Though Treuting has yet to
defense completely bottled up the best, can be described as explode offensively, he is still conTulane attack.
questionable. One of those such sidered Tulane's greatest break-,
However, this season, the Green areas is the defensive secondary, away threat and has also developed
Wave has rebounded and Coach which could prove to be a valuable into an excellent blocking back.
At quarterback for Tulane will be
Benni Ellender's squad will come to asset to the BC attack. Only one
the Heights with impressive creden- starter, cornerback Wyatt senior, Buddy Gilbert, in his first'
tials. Tulane has recorded victoreis Washington, a senior, has returned season in a starting role. Gilbert
over Clemson, a highly-regarded to the secondary this year while his has responded well to the task and is
team in preseason though as yet dis- colleagues have yet to be tested by a passing at a respectable 43 percent
appointing in the regular season and quarterback with the effectiveness completion average so far this"
the always tough, Rebels of of BC's Mike Kruczek. Still, one of season. If Gilbert becomes more
Mississippi. However, they were the first-year starters, junior Martin consistent, he has several able
defeated by Syracuse, a future BC Mitchell, has looked impressive and receivers to throw to, expecially,
opponent, by a convincing 31-13 junior, Mike Price has proved to be Jaime Garza. Garza, a senior, broke
the Tulane career receiving record
count.
quite adequate so far.
in the loss to Syracuse, when he
Despite their lackluster perforAs much as the secondary was
mance against the Orangemen, questionable at the commencement caught his 69th reception in hfs
Tulane must still be considered a of the season, Tulane's defensive in- fourth season for the Green Wave.
However, the offensive line has
definite threat to the Eagles this terior line was expected to be exbeen
a problem for Tulane aW
The
Wave
will
an
week.
Green
field
tremely strong. However, middle
experiencedteam as both the offen- guard Mark Olivari, a potentialAil- season. Inexperience has been the
sive and defensive units return seven American at that position, sustained key to the line's difficulties for they
starters. Through the early part of an injury in preseason and is not ex- have only two returning starters,
the season, both units have pected to see action against the Cameron Gaston at center, and
appeared to become more cohesive Eagles. His replacement, junior, Jack Gullison at guard. Because of
and are now just beginning to jell. Brent Baber,has performed ad- this, the BC defense could give
Should Tulane continue to improve, mirably in a substitute role, but Gilbert and company trouble all
the Eagles could be in for a long Olivari's loss has still been felt and day.
Overall, Tulane has been suscephas weakened the Green Wave
tible to the running game but has
significantly.
held well against aerial onslaughts.
The effect of Olivari's loss has On offense, they have been
been partially alleviated by the out- sporadic; brilliant at times, and
standing play of senior, Brian Alex- lackadasical at other times.
Soph, running back Gerry Goodwin
ander. Playing defensive end, Alex- However, they still come to th'rj
sparked the Navy attack as he
ander has been an imposing figure Heights with a respectible record
rolled up 132 yards on 19 carries
all season for the Green Wave, as he and thus must be considered as a
and scored one touchdown. His TD
comes to the Heights as Tulane's viable force, capable of an upset.^
came on a nice 10 yard run midway
most proficient tackier to date. He
Still, it appears as if BC should be
through the first quarter. It proved
has been ably assisted so far by a able to either run or pass with a
to be the jjame winner.
corp of capable linebackers; Jim minimum of resistance against the
Stan Muczynski added a 25 yard Gueno, Kit Bonvillian and Charles
Green Wave. Also, the Eagle
field goal and QB Phil Poirier
Griffin.
defense could have a field day
tossed an eight yard TD pass to
On offense, Tulane has had to against the young Tulane offensive
Mike Galpin to close out the Midrely extensively on its backfield. line. So, unless Tulane can put it aJJ
dies' scoring attack.
Junior fullback Don Lemon has together in a solid effort, BC should
Navy, which has now won 3 ana
been
the Green Wave's leading be able to win and should the
lost I, held the Falcons to only 115 ground gainer during the course of Eagles' running game work well
total
offense.
yards in
the '75 campaign. He presently enough to open the air lanes for
Maryland capitalized on several
owns a 4.9 yards per carry average. Kruczek, it could be by a big
the
miscues
to
defeat
Syracuse
Steve Treuting, a senior, is Lemon's margin.
Orangemen 24-7 in College Park,

WV, NavyRegister Wins; ND Upset

the first half on a two yard scamper
By Ken Rivetz
Boston College's 1975 opponents by Duff and a five yard run by Bob
However, the Bearcats
had a sub-500 record at 4-6 last Harris.
Saturday as it saw Notre Dame up- came back and held a 17-14 lead in
set and West Virginia continue their the fourth quarter until Duff won it
winning ways.
for the Owls.
The Fighting Irish of Notre
Temple, which had lost a total of
Dame, eighth ranked in the nation, just three games in the past two
lost their first game of the year as years, now has 1 win and 3 loses.
they were upset by Michigan State
Eleventh-ranked West Virginia,
10-3 in South Bend.
led by the running of Dwayne
Notre Dame was victimized by Woods and Artie Owens, raised
their own mistakes throughout the their record to 4-0 as they defeated
afternoon as they committed seven Southern Methodist 28-22 in
fumbles and had two Rick Slager Dallas.
Woods scored three touchdowns
passes intercepted. The first interception came with the Irish for the Mountaineers on runs of 13,
threatening on the Spartans two 2, and 14 yards as WVU rolled up
yard line in the first half.
over 400 yards rushing on the after- Md.
The score was even at 3-3 late in noon.
Syracuse, held to only 70 yards
the game as MSU's Hans Nielsen Woods' TD runs wouldn't have rushing in the game averted being
and ND's Dave Reeve traded field been possible, however, without the shutout on a Mike Jones -fumble
goals. Michigan State then scored splendid running of Artie Owens. recovery in the end zone.
the winning TD with just 3:50 He set up the WVU scores as he
The Orangemen lost their first
remaining in the game as running rambled for 171 yards.
game after three wins.
back Tryone Wilson ran 76 yards to
The Mountaineers win equaled
The University of Miami, playing
set up a four yard TD run by Levi their entire 1974 total as they conperhaps the toughest schedule in the
Jackson. The touchdown came on tinue to climb in the national polls.
country, were overhauled by a Big 8
the ensuing drive following the 35
In a dull, defensive struggle, team for the second straight week as
Vanderbilt edged Tulane in a battle
yard field goalsby Reeve.
Nebraska came from behind to
The win, MSU's first over ND in of field goals 6-3 in New Orleans.
defeat the Hurricanes 31-16 in Linseven years, lowered the Irish record
The Green Wave, BC's opponent coln,
Neb.
to 3-1.
next week, received only a field
Miami held leads of 6-0 and 9-7
gamelosTemple snapped a three
goal from Dave Falgoust in dropat halftime on the strength of three
ing streak as they came from behind ping their second straight game.
fg's
by Mike Dennis but the powerto defeat Cincinnati 21-17 in They had won their two seasontook command in
ful
Cornhuskers
Philadelphia.
opening contests as theirrecord now
half and easily beat the
the
second
The Owls senior running back stands at 2-2.
Hurricanes.
Tom Duff dove one yard for the
The Naval Academy continued
Running back Don Martin scored
winning touchdown with less than on the winning track as they
the lone Miami TD on a one yard
two minutes remaining in the con- defeated the Air Force Academy 17- drive, as their record is now 0-3
test to cap a long drive.
-0 in a game played in the Nation's
The U of Mass, completely conTemple had taken a 14-0 lead in capital.
trolled the game as they easily outscored an out-manned Northeastern
squad, 34-14 in Amherst.
The Minutemen led 21-0 at the
half and coasted to the finish to
raise their record to three wins and 0
defeats.
Holy Cross, which is having a lot
of problems scoring points this year,
lost their third straight, this time to
Dartmouth, 28-7 in Hanover.
The Crusaders had numerous
chances to score but they were hurt
by fumbles as they lost three during
the day.
They held a 7-0 lead at the half on
a 16 yard TD run by RB Grant,
Keith but the Big Green exploded
for 28 second half points to win 28-7.
Holy Cross, held to 7 points for
the third straight week is now 0-3 as
they play their first home game next
Fred "The Foot" Steinfort shows why he is the best in the nation with
| Saturday.
this extra point conversion last Saturday night.
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Women's Tennis Remains Unbeaten

Karn

Bob

Precision form is displayed on this service

against

Clark.

EagBleotdeMerrimack
rs
(continued from page one)

The desperate play by the Eagles
continued for a timeuntil they finally realized that only one player on
the entire Warrior squad had any
appreciable ball skills. This fact
meant that Merimack would fold
eventually. With BC settling down
and applying the pressure, Lojek
scored the first goal when a
Merrimack fullback made an errant
trap right in front of the goalie.
In the last ten minutes of the half,
Lojek cut the Warrior margin to
one. Left wing Marx lofted a high
cross from deep in the corner over
the goal area to Lojek stationed at
the" far post, who headed it in for the
score. This was perhaps the best ex-scuted play of the season by BC and
:ertainly was the only one of the
jeven goals in the game not coming
as a result of idiotic goaltending.
Throughout the game the
Merrimack goaltender appeared as
if someonewas going to bite off his
if he ventured out of the goal
-nouth. On the type of plays that BC
scored on, three of the four goals
\u25a0vould have been prevented if the
Warrior goalie was more

aggressive. The chances were good
that he could have picked off the
ball before any of the plays got
started. So thank the Merrimack
goalie for playing a major part in
BC's victory.
BC's goaltending was just as
poor but in a different vein. It is
simply too reckless with Dave
Roache flying out of the goal too
fast. This over enthusiastic style
creates equally easy opportunities
for opponents.
To Roaches credit, he is a fine
athlete with quick reactions and has
the potential to be a good
goaltender. He has never played
soccer before and appears to be
mixed up from excessive coaching.
If the coaches show him a smart
way to play goal and drill that style
into him instead of mixing him up
during a game, then the team will
allow fewer goals. BC has shown the
ability to score a lot but because of
the leaky defense, it will lose a lot of
games when the scoring is harder to
come by against stronger teams like
UMass, Babson, Tufts, and
Connecticutt.

by Chuck McNally
The Boston College Women's
Tennis Team remains undefeated as
theresult of victories last week over
MIT and Clark University.
In the home opener Sept. 30
against MIT, the Eagles had little
problem disposing of the Engineers
by the score of 5-2. Highlighting the
victory was the inspired play of both
doubles pairings for Coach Ann
Marie Lynch's squad.
In the first doubles match MIT
sent Pat Schetting and Linda Young
up against BC's duo of Marsy
Maloy and Polly Dolan. Although
both BC girls are seniors, this was
only the second time they have
teamed together in a match. Judging by the results, anyone would
have a tough time convincing the
MIT girls of this fact. From the
opening service Dolan and Maloy
controlled the match. They breezed
through the first set 6-0 and made
all the important points in the second set to win the set 6-3 and the
match. Coach Lynch was very
pleased with the win and stressed
the fact that both played very
aggressive tennis and wanted the
win more than their counterparts
from MIT. As each point was won
the pair gainned confidence in
themselves which enabled them to
better compliment each other's
game. With Dolan repeatedly returning serve "down the alley" passed
the net player and Maloy playing
very aggressively at the net the two
played with the smoothness of a
veteran combination.
The second doubles pairing was a
more tense affair. The BC pair of
sophomores Barbara Grady and
freshman Cecila Calhoun dropped
the first set due mainly to mental
errors which caused mistakes. Even
so, the MIT combination of Anne
Auerback and Stella Perrone had a
difficult time in winning that first
set and they seemed a step slower in
the following sets. Grady and
Calhoun took advantage of this with

Keith Francis- Talent...Dedication...Spirit
Mark Frederick

"Keith Francis is the most
'ented runner we have had at BC
ick and probably the most
'ented athelete at Boston College
day."
Thomas Mahr, Assistant
Track Coach, Boston College.
Keith Francis flew to Mexico
ty Sept. 27th where he will be one
three 800 meter runners represenig the United States in the Pan
\u25a0werican Games.
The games held Oct. 4 to 27, are
c career highlight of one of the
ost outstanding atheletes in
>ston College history. It is the
Imination of an eventful summer
11 of hard work for Keith Francis,
eluding a two and a half week exition tour of Red China with the
AU team, six weeks of daily
jrkouts alone, and finally the twoiy Pan American Qualifiers in
jgene, Oregon in late August.
Keith discussed the difficult work
»put in for the Eugene Qualifiers,
-worked at home by myself and
is occassionally timed by friends,
eedless to say, it was difficult to
sep any momentum going by
jrself. It reassured my confidence
at if I put my mind to something I
ill do it. This is why qualifying for
c games meant so much to me."
However, as important a facet as
c games are, they are part of the
iad to something much bigger and
ure important for Keith Francis
- the 1976 Olympics in Montreal.
"I look to the Pan American
ames as a stepping stone to the
?

Olympics. The experience of this
meet will give me an idea of what
the Olympics will be like," he said.
"Since it is a stepping stone, I will
be going to Mexico City with the intention of putting in a respectable
performance. I don't intend to drain
myself physically because this
would defeat my whole purpose of
building gradually," he added.
"These last three years have all
been pointed to Montreal in one
way or another," Francis continued,
"One thing I don't want to do is
peak too early. The Pan American
Games are very important but not
everything, the Olympics are the ultimate.
In Mexico City Francis will run
for three days of competition or until he is eliminated. Oct. 12 to 14 involves the trials, semi-finals, and the
finals. For a "respectable" showing
Francis said he would like to run an
800 of between 1:47 and 1:48
minutes. These would be outstanding runs since 1:46.1 is the BC
record which he established some
timeago.
For those not familiar with Francis' credentials, he holds many BC
track records including the 800
meter run, 880 yard and Vi mile run.
Francis also won the NCAA 1000
yard run last spring and he anchors
the four-man two-mile relay team
that many feel has, "the fire power
to break the indoor world record."
Following the Pan American
Games Francis will return to working out with the cross Country team,
and his teaching in Special Education. He will then run a full schedule

in winter track including the anchor
position of the relay, all of which he
is looking forward to with great anticipation.
Francis plans to bring himself
along slowly building throughout
the winter, with the assistance of
Coach Tom Mahr. The heavy work
for the Montreal tryouts begins in
early April with daily workouts of
six days a week.
Francis expressed reservations
about competingin another event or
changing events. "I think it would
be more of a risk for me to try and
qualify in another event because I've
pointed toward this 800 for over
three years," he said.
Many people have heard of a
runners "Kick" and this is what
Francis will be working on in' the
spring. He feels that right now he is
at good strength for the first 600
meters, but it is that final 200
meters he needs to build. Since the
"Home stretch" is the most grueling
part of the race Francis plans to do
much "quality speed work," as well
as compete in a full track schedule
to work on his kick.
Coach Mahr, who will be working with Francis alone throughout
May until the qualifiers, feels that
Francis has an excellant chance of
making the Olympic team. "Keith
Francis is such a talented athelete.
and dedicated person that unless he
should be hurt or some kind of
superman shows up in Eugene, I
can't see him not making the team.
I'm taking my vacation early this
year, so I'll be out in Eugene June
17th pulling for Keith," Mahr said.

good placement shots and many
winners on the first serve enabling
them to stage a complete turnaround in the secon set winning 60. In the third and final set the BC
players continued to mount the
pressure on the MIT duo, playing a
style Coach Lynch described as
"smart and aggressive." This style
resulted in a 6-1 win completing the
day's first successful comeback.
The other comeback was staged
by BC's Mary Ann McCarthy. She
is a freshman and in only her second
college match she played the
number one singles for the Eagles.
MIT sent Cloris Vogdes in the
number one position. Vogdes got off
to a fast start with some excellent

.
.

serves and led in the first set 3-0
McCarthy slowly started to regain
her confidence and after some long
and tense volleys came back to tic.

Again the MIT girl went out in
front but Mary Ann kept with her
and once again managed to tic the
set at five games each: From this
point on, the BC player began to
overpower her opponent who
appeared to be losing her quickness
to the gruelling pace. McCarthy
won the first set 7-5 and continued
on to win easily in the second set 61.
Karen Teraila, one of BC's most
consistent players won the second
singles match over her opponent
(continued on pagefour)

BlakeGodbout

A Man For All Seasons
In this world, there are basically two types of people. The big
shots .and then the little guy. The presidents have their wives; the trial
lawyers their industrious researchers and athletes havetrainers. Tell me,
when was the last time you saw your O. J. Simpsons thank the little guy
who taped that swollen ankle enabling a 220 yard performance? Never.
The most needed, yet the most often forgotten person in the world of
Sport .the Trainer.
Last Saturday, when the football team entered roaring, underneath the
flashy vines was literally hundreds of feet in tape and gauze. Each ankle,
maybe a wrist, or a random knee was carefully wrapped by an unobtrusive member of the Boston College trainers staff. 2-1 odds says Mr.
Roy Fowler did half of those maroon and gold marauders.
Trainers are so accustomed to the "back seat" treatment their offices
are located in the most obscure hideouts on campus. To locate ol' Roy,
one must initially hit Roberts Center to be then directed down to
McHugh Forum. After asking directions thrice and circling the rink
twice you find yourself in a small dungeonesqueroom under the stands.
Here is Roy's office.
In seven seasons Roy Fowler has
crossed paths with almost every
athelet to come here. For starters he
is the exclusive for Ice Hockey.
However, in the fall he cares for
soccer and football. In the Spring
it's baseball, lacrosse, and spring
football. There is no "off season"
with Roy Fowler; in his spare time,
well, would you believe he administers first aid to various ladies
figure skating classes? Finally, he
was a crucial member of the now
defunct Flynn's Follies. "It looks
like I'm up for option." he says.
Anyone need one helluva forward?
I opened the interview by exclaiming, "It's about time you guys get
some recognition." Only to be told, "That's not my style. Give the print
to the kids. They're the ones who earn it." Yet after a bit of loose conversation, one begins to see not only a dedicated professional but surogate
father, guidance counsler, artist, philosopher and companion wrapped
into one.
I guess the first time Roy and I met was back in the Fall of'73. The
first day of soccer practice had ended with myself unable to even walk let
alone run. I had been the recipient of a lovely kick to the achilles tendon
which tore the heel cord. Writhing in pain, he sat me down and just like a
consoling father said, "It's going to be a long timebefore you're out there
again." It turned out to be the complete season, yet, it was Roy Fowler's
sympathy which made it a bit easier to swallow.
Then there is that ever burdening hassle of your life. Homesickness,
yourparents, grades or the love of your life; Roy is the man they all go to.
"I always forget whatever I hear," he says. "If the coaches ever knew the
problems that have come my way! The guys have confidence in me. If I
blew it, they'd stay away from me with a ten foot pole. They really trust
me." If you can trust anyone here on the Heights, Roy Fowler is that person.
To Roy, Boston College is not only a place of employment but his
family. "It's like having one thousand sons." He could have gone on to
the bit time. The Islanders, the Saint Louis Blues and Minuteman soccer
team wanted him. The locals lucked out but for one season and this was
during the summer.
Mid-point in the discussion he offers a rare treat: a quick glimpse at his
most treasured possessions which are carefully locked in one of his many
closets. Like the Pope allowing a disciple a peep at the Holy Grail, Roy
very reverently displayeda picture ofhimself with Russian skating champions, the Protapapovovs. This was followed by several letters of eternal
gratitude and finally a small painting done by the master himself.
With one piece of fruit, a fluffernutter sandwhich and a hour of conversation behind the soccer players began to file in.
The whole process flew into action; the questions, the jokes, and the
stern reprimand whenever a four letter dirty was uttered by his charges.
Yet, I was distracting him and decided it was best to bid him thanks and
farewell. And as I left McHugh I couldn't help but feel a tincture of fortune had swung my way, but then that's Roy, he makes everyone feel

.

special.
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Field Hockey Dumps Wesleyan 4-0

Karn
A good forehand is demonstratedon this return against MIT.

Bob

Tennis Scores Two Wins
(continuedfrom page three)
Marcia Grabow. Teraila won the
first set 6-3 and hung on to win the
second set 7-5.
In the third, fourth and fifth
singles matches BC managed one
win. Sophomore Martha Moorhead
had no problem getting by her opponent Mary Sukkar, winning easily
6-1, 6-2. Junior Laurie Dunnet had
a rough time getting untracked and
lost the first set of her match 6-0.
She came back in the second set to
win three games but MlT's Liz
Kendall was more consistent and
won the set 6-3. In the day's longest
match, Moe McAuliffe put up a
struggle before being ousted by Sue
Nelson of MIT, 6-4, 6-7. 6-2.
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A weak Clark University team
was the victim of BC's second victory of the week. The women
dominated Clark from start to
finish to emerge with a 4-1 win.
Both doublepairings won again with
the team of Dolan and Maloy winning handily 6-2, 6-2. First singles
player Mary Ann McCarthy overpowered her opponent 6-1,6-1 while
Maria Moorhead also won in
straight sets.
Overall, Coach Ann Marie Lynch
is very satisfied with her team's performance to date.She believes depth
and conditioning, are two important
factors in her team's success and she
hopes these can help the team to an
undefeated season.

Wine

$2.99

Ful1 Gallon

by Jane McCarthy
Great spirit was shown last Tuesday as the Women's Field Hockey
team opened their season with a
stunning effort. The women faced a
tough Wesleyan team, on the road,
and in thefirstgameagainst the Varsity "A" team, the team scored an
impressive 4-0 victory.
According to Coach Maureen
Enos, "The women dominated the
game, and the defense was very
strong."
The scorers were Robin Schelzi
and Mimi Sherry, Nancy DiNatale
and Meg Fahey rounded out the
scoring.
A second game was played; this
one staged the women's"A"Field
Hockey team against the Wesleyan
"B" team. The Eagles scored
another impressive victory in this
contest. The women's team played
a very defensively oriented game,
and for their efforts won the game
1-0.
The women's team totally
dominated this contest on defense.
Offensive stronghold Kathy Powers
scored the lone goal that enabled the
team to sweep theiropening contest,
upping their record to 2-0.
Last Tuesday the women faced a
tough Assumption team. Once
again the Eagle team came out on
top. The final score was 7-0, and as
the final tally indicates, BC
dominated the entire game.
Coach Enos said the game wasn't
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This Sporting Week...
October
6 Women's Tennis vs. Tufts (A)
7 Soccer vs. Boston University (A)
Field Hockey Hockey vs. Boston University (A)
8 Ski Team -meeting at Roberts Center,
Room 106 at 5:00 pm
8-10 Golf ECAC Semi-finals at Woonsocket, RI
10 Soccer vs. Assumption (H)
11 Football vs.Tulane(H)
Sailing-"Bring Your Own Laser" at URI
Cross Country vs. MIT with Lowell Tech
Sailing 3-Division Dinghy Invitational at Harvard
11-12 Tennis-Brandeis Tournament
Women's Sailing- Man'labs Trophy at MIT
12 Sailing Dinghy Invitational at Yale

-

-

-

Heights Spans acknowledges ,ind is grateful to the Blue Chips of Boston
College Athletics for the financial support Blue Chips makes available to an expanded Heights Sports.
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much of a contest, with such a lop-

sided victory. She did say that the

twice.

Coach Enos also noted the fine

goalie, Katie Crements, was daring, play of Meg Hurley on defense. She

because several times she made
saves at the 25 yard line, warding off
Assumption scoring threats.
There were scoring attempts, but
the Eagle goalie turned them all
aside and kept the slate clean, shutting out Assumption.
As for the Eagle scorers, Mimi
Sherry and Robin~*Schelzi each
scored one. Nancy DiNatale scored
three goals and Meg Fahey scored

BC

said that she was outstanding.

Next week the team will face a
tough Boston University Varsity
"A" team. Coach Enos said "BU
will be harder, but the team should
do pretty well."
The way the Eagles have played
so far this season, three wins, all
shutouts, the arch-rival Terriers will
have their hands full!

Ruggers Split

Pair

cy backs, forcing them into misThe Boston College Rugby Team takes and setting up BC scores. The
journeyed southward on Saturday, BC backs, on the other hand, were
Sept. 29th, to play two games getting many opportunities to run
with the ball as their forwards conagainst Quincy RFC.
BC's first side showed some trolled the tempo of the game.
sluggishness attributable to the
A three point margin on a field
torrential downpours which
goal by Joe Gaffney in the first half
cancelled outdoor practices for the
the only scoring till Phil Raneli
entire week. Quincy was not in top was
over for a four point try.
plunged
form either but they did manage to
the
Taking
pass out from his scrumscore seven unanswered points.
half
Raneli
saw an opening in the
There was a consoling fact,
defense
and shot through it
Quincy
however,in thatBC was in Quincy's
cannonball. The two point
like
a
end of the field throughout most of
kick was made by Joe
the game but lacked the killer in- conversion
Gaffney to close out the scoring for
stinct to push the ball across the
goal for a score. With a loss like this the day.
one, the Ruggers from Chestnut
Also noteworthy is the strong perHill can see their weaknesses and formance of Jack (Gay) May, at
are sure to concentrate on them fullback for BC, who took some
while preparing for the next contest dare-devil risks but, nonetheless
in upstate New York against turned them into BC advantages.
Hobart College.
BC is high on the aggressiveness
The day was not a total loss for shown down in Quincy and rightfulthe BC team as the second side ly so. The Ruggers feel that if they
played an excellent game of Rugby can carry momentum to their away
and handed Quincy a 9-0 defeat.
games, when they come home to
In this game aggressiveness was Boston to play, they will play exthe key. The BC forwards were cellent games of Rugby chalking up
forever swarming all over the Quin- victories in the process.
by Joe Gaffney
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play

GRABBED ME AS FEW
PLAYS EVER HAVE!'

BEMivismr's
CHILDREN

a new play Oy

Directed Oy

ROBERT PATRICK CLIVE DONNER
EXCLUSIVE PRE-BROADWAY ENGAGEMENT

3 WEEKS ONLY!
THURS. OCT. 9?SAT. OCT. 25
WILBUR THEATRE 252TremontSt./426-9366

HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
Students
Teachers
Scientists
Engineers
Lawyers

WHAT DO ALL THESE PEOPLE HAVE IN COMMON?
All are interested in managerial careers and presently
enrolled in the MBA Program at Harvard Business
School. Should you be here?

Ireno Duffy
October 16
of HBS here on campus
Alumni Hall
at the
Come meet with

to find out.

